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Editor's Notes
Rendezvous XVI
By all accounts, the Rendezvous at
Spokane was one of the best - if not the best this Association has ever had.
Although there were many high points, several of which will be mentioned below, virtually everyone who attended agreed that two
events which occurred back-to-back on Sunday morning eclipsed all others, set the tone
for the week, and together forged a profound
feeling of pride, unity and purpose unparalleled in recent years. One revitalized our commitment to the National Park System; the
other our commitment to the National Park
Service family.
The first was a multi-media presentation
entitled "Heritage and Horizons" which was
put together by the Harpers Ferry Center for
the Service's 75th anniversary last year. Several hundred people - protection rangers and
maintenance workers, resource managers and
interpretive rangers, staff specialists and superintendents - crowded into a fairly small
auditorium and sat on the floor before an array
of screens ranging from wall to wall and from
the floor nearly to the ceiling. The lights
dimmed, the sound system came on, and the
presentation began - magnificent visions of
the national parks, their great historical, cultural and natural assets, the people who come
to see them. Along with the images came the
words of naturalists and poets and visitors, all
expressing the inestimable value of the heritage protected by our national parks. When it
ended, there was a moment or two of profound silence, then a prolonged standing ovation.
Many of those who saw it felt that this was
the best production Harpers Ferry has ever
done. Unfortunately, it can not be reduced to
film or video or easily mounted at special
events because of the complicated and costly
set-up involved. There was unanimous feeling, however, that some means should be
found to produce it or something similar on
videotape so that it could be shown to both
employees and visitors. One viewing will
make it clear just why your work in the NPS
is so important. As someone said on exiting
the auditorium, it shook off your fatigue and
cynicism, recharged your batteries, and gave
you the energy to go out once more and fight
the good fight.
A little bit later that morning, Debbie
Liggett spoke about the impact that Hurricane
Andrew had on the south Florida parks and
their staffs, the subsequent recovery effort,
and the feelings she and others had about the
immense outpouring of support they received
from the people of the National Park Service.
The text of her presentation appears elsewhere
in this magazine, but words alone cannot convey the impact of her speech. Those of you
who've heard Debbie talk know she speaks
forthrightly and with clarity and authority.
These attributes only served to emphasize the
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several pauses she had to take to contain her
emotions when she talked about moments of
pain or compassion or relief that occurred
after the storm's passage. The room was absolutely still and the air charged as we all
silently attempted to will her through each difficult passage.
Deb had many things to say, but the most
important had to do with the great feeling of
pride that she and others had in the response
made to the crisis by the people of the National Park Service. We were first on scene, we
were there through the worst of the crisis, we
gave them the emotional and financial support
so necessary to their recovery. As she said in
conclusion, "we now know that green blood is
thicker than water." The National Park Service family came through when needed.
Yes, there's that unfashionable word "family" again. We've become so jaded over recent
years (not without reason) that the idea of
family has become unfashionable, a dated
cliche at best, a management ploy to deflect
demands for proper pay and other deserved
benefits at worst.
Well, "family values" are back. Deb's
speech awakened feelings of compassion and
community in her audience that remained in
the air throughout the remainder of the Rendezvous - and endure with those who were
there.
Probably the next most memorable event
was the dance on the final night of the Rendezvous. Although it would have been a success on the merits of the band alone, the upbeat spirit of the evening was immeasurably
enhanced by the election returns that kept
coming in on hotel TV monitors. While not all
of the actions which have occurred during the
dozen years of the last two administrations
have been deleterious to the Park Service, particularly during the outgoing administration's
tenure, the relationship between the agency
and the administration's representatives has at
times been less than congenial and cooperative and their objectives have been less than
compatible with the mission of the National
Park Service. It was pretty clear from the
whoops, exclamations and acerbic comments
about certain defeated candidates that the vast
majority of the membership was more than a
little happy to see the change in administrations.
From there, you can take your pick of good
moments. Among them were Lou Whittaker's
slide show and extraordinary stories about
climbs of the world's most difficult peaks; the
animated discussion of efforts to date to implement the Vail agenda following the panel
presentation on that subject; the week-long
presence of Bob Reid and Gordon Miller and
the myriad discussions about the differences
and similarities between rangering in the U.S.,
England and Scotland; the field trip to Nez
Perce and the boat trip down the lake at
Coulee Dam; the exhibitors' receptions; the
Continued on page 5
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President's Message
1992 has certainly been one of the most
fruitful years to date for this Association.
Through the various first class mailings,
monthly updates on Association actions funneled through your regional representatives,
and the pages of Ranger, you have been kept as
involved and informed as possible. I will not
dwell on these again, except to close the loop
on those issues which still remain pending.
Let us begin with housing legislation. Senate Bill 1704, introduced by Senator Malcolm
Wallop, was unanimously passed by the Energy and Natural Resources Committee in late
June. Please note that it passed through the
committee unanimously. One of the reasons
this bill fared as well as it did and enjoyed
such bipartisan backing was the written support given to this bill by ANPR members in
individual letters to their senators.
S-1704 ultimately passed the full Senate by
unanimous consent on October 1st and was
transmitted to the House of Representatives in
early October, just days prior to adjournment
of the Congress. We urged you to send faxes
and telegrams to the House Subcommittee on
National Parks and Public Lands, and your efforts worked! I do not know how many
telegrams the subcommittee received, but I
have been told that it was a flood.
The House then amended S-1704 and returned it to the Senate just as they (the House)
adjourned. Because of other items attached to
the House amendment to S-1704, the amended version proved unacceptable to the Senate
without additional hearings and debate. With
Senate adjournment looming, this was simply
not possible.
However, all is not lost. In a letter dated
October 15th (see "Association Actions"),
Senator Wallop assured me that he would
offer his version of the housing bill again in
the next Congress. The ten percent rental increase cap also continues for another year, as
it passed as a part of the Interior appropriations bill.
The General Accounting Office study of
employee housing issues, as requested by
Congressman Bruce Vento, is underway. We
have submitted briefing material on ANPR's
position on employee housing to GAO.
We still have lot of work to do, though. We
received a great outpouring of responses to
the housing survey questionnaire; these are
currently being tabulated and analyzed. These
will provide excellent backup documentation
for the next phase of our efforts to obtain favorable housing legislation.
Stay tuned - 1 am positive that we will once
again be asking for your support on housing
legislation. When asked, please send those
cards and letters. This is the most effective
method we have for influencing and directing
These remarks were made by President
Rick Gale at the opening of Rendezvous XVI
in Spokane this past fall.
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our collective futures. You have done well so
far; let's continue with those efforts.
On to another topic - seasonal benefits. In
late July, ANPR was invited to present testimony at a field hearing of the House Subcommittee on Human Resources in Missoula,
Montana. Our testimony urged support for
legislation authorizing retirement and health
and life insurance benefits, and focused on
two other issues.
The first was the issue of within-grade increases for seasonal General Schedule employees, similar to that authorized for seasonal
Wage System employees. The second was our
concerns regarding the qualification of seasonal to compete for permanent positions.
We offered several alternatives, but focused
on the one we consider to be the best alternative - to obtain delegated appointing authority
for the National Park Service from the Office
of Personnel Management.
Finally, ANPR suggested that the Service
consider the establishment of a seasonal ombudsman, an individual whose sole responsible would be to help rectify seasonal issues
and concerns within the agency. Interestingly
enough, this notion seemed to intrigue the
subcommittee members most, as I was asked
numerous questions relating to that concept.
I need, at this point, to interject a personal
concern. In March, I personally mailed 190
individual letters to seasonal ANPR members
summarizing some of the issues on which we
testified in Missoula and requesting advice
and counsel from seasonals regarding additional seasonal issues, ideas or topics that
ANPR should support and advance. I am disappointed to have to tell you that I received a
grand total of six responses. Folks, this does
not do much for us. It leaves me and the Association in the awkward position of having to
surmise or guess what seasonal issues need attention. I hope that in the two workshop sessions on seasonal concerns that there is discussion and some consensus on what this Association should be doing on seasonal issues.
Let us now consider another topic. The Association of Forest Service Employees for Environmental Ethics (AFSEEE) has proposed
establishing an umbrella organization known
as PEER - Public Employees for Environmental Responsibility. The thrust of PEER, as
I understand it, would be to organize federal
and state employees from resource management and environmental protection agencies,
to support employee obligations to meet the
public trust, to support integrity and ethics in
the workplace, and to support employee rights
to speak out about those issues.
You will undoubtedly hear more about
PEER this very afternoon when Jeff DeBonis,
the executive director of AFSEEE and of
PEER, gives his keynote address on resource
management futures.
After you listen and talk with Jeff, you need
to give the board some feedback and direction
as to whether or not the Association of National Park Rangers should affiliate itself with
PEER. We need to make that determination
RANGER: WINTER 1992/93
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while we are in session here in Spokane, so
this should be a part of your deliberations in
your regional caucuses.
In our June 17th mailing to all ANPR members, we told you of the position that the Association took in regard to the various East
Mohave national park and monument proposals - that the Association was opposed to the
establishment of a national park which allowed public hunting, mining and low-level
military overflights, among other things.
In that same mailing, we asked for your
ideas regarding the Association's position on
new areas in general, stating basically - as we
have so testified before the Congress - that
new areas need to be nationally significant and
to be actually funded for land acquisition (if
necessary), development and operations. This
means funding should accompany the authorization, not just an authorization to fund later.
I heard from about 25 Association members,
who, in essence, said "right on!" With varying
degrees of comment, they all supported the
current ANPR position of national significance
and adequate funding for new areas, rather
than to the detriment of existing budgets.
There were some very interesting comments from a couple of ANPR members who
happen to be stationed in two somewhat different new areas. Without mentioning the specific areas in order to preserve the confidentiality of the responses, these comments pertained to areas which were established, organized, operated and funded by the NPS, only
to be turned over to another, non-federal
agency when they were established. Is the
NPS to become the economic white knight for
everyone's pet project at the expense of existing parks and their meager budgets?
Let me discuss one other area, one where I
once worked. The enabling legislation for
Santa Monica Mountains authorized $125
million for land acquisition. This is for federal
ownership only, and does not include state
and county parklands or compatible private
recreation sites within the boundaries of the
park.
Most, if not all, of that $125 million has
now been appropriated and the end is not in
sight for federal land acquisition. Recent figures presented to the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee indicate that up to
$500 million may be necessary to finish acquiring land for federal ownership. And there
are those who believe even that figure is too
low. They say that, given the pace of appropriated land acquisition funding and the soaring land values in the Santa Monica Mountains, the true figure is more like $1.5 billion!
How much is too much? I certainly do not
have a ready answer, but clearly there has to
be better economic analysis of the true acquisition and operational costs of proposed new
areas than we have seen to date.
We also received three very thoughtful letters expressing a different viewpoint - not so
much that the Association's position was in
error, but that we have no business opposing
specific areas, as we lacked the knowledge to
RANGER: WINTER 1992/93

President Rick Gale chairs business meeting.
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do so credibly. These members criticized the
Association for taking an opposing position
on two pieces of specific park legislation.
Their point was that we did not generate input
from ANPR members who had the local
knowledge about the significance of the area
in question. Their points are well taken and
deserve our careful consideration as we attempt to arrive at a consensus approach to the
role of the Association regarding new area
proposals and legislation.
We are somewhat on the horns of a dilemma. On the one hand, it is easy to take the theoretical high ground regarding national significance and adequate funding as an overall position. On the other hand, it is not so easy to
take that same stand for individual park proposals. Yet you and I both know that every
new area proposed for national park status has
its adherents, and in many cases those adherents are within both the Service and the Association. So what is the bottom line? All I
know is that - to paraphrase a passage from
George Fry's letter of support for ANPR's position on new areas - the National Park Service cannot manage every picnic table under a
shade tree!
One of the things we need to bring to closure here in Spokane is what position ANPR
will take on proposed new areas to the National Park System. Are we to be satisfied with
the theoretical high ground of significance and
funding, but not condescend to get into the
pits regarding debate over any specific park
proposal? Should we bite the bullet and take a
stand on individual park proposals? If the latter, how do we insure that we know what are
the real pros and cons of any proposed area,
and, equally important, what are the real
caveats and issues in the proposed area legislation itself? We need to come to grips with
this issue because it is not going to diminish

and this Association is going to be continually
asked for its professional opinion regarding
proposed new areas to be added to the System. Again, a topic of deliberation for your regional caucuses.
As you remember, last year at the Rendezvous in Myrtle Beach, we were challenged
by Bill Briggle, the 75th anniversary symposium chair, to "adopt" one of the recommendations that came out of the Vail symposium.
We have now done just that, and have initially
focused on employee development.
We have already begun the implementation
of a project for enhancing the development of
future managers for the NPS. We have reinstituted the managerial grid course, certified
three ANPR instructors, and presented one
session (last August). We plan, when the Service concurs, to turn this program over to the
NPS, complete with an instructor cadre.
Recognizing that the NPS does not have the
resources necessary to meet all the developmental needs of its employees, we also propose to determine the most critical development deficiencies that are being least satisfied
by existing training programs. We will then
develop a plan whereby we will assist in providing training to meet those critical needs,
employing an approach similar to that used
for the managerial grid program.
Another way of meeting that goal is
through the sharing of international park management experiences, ethics and activities
through the establishment of a worldwide park
ranger organization - which leads me to the
next topic.
One of the most memorable experiences I
have had to date as president of this Association was travelling to England in late July,
along with Bill Halainen and our spouses, to
meet with representatives of ranger associations from England and Scotland. While there,
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we signed the accord establishing the International Ranger Federation. You heard about
some of this from Gordon Miller and Bob
Reid yesterday. We hope while at this Rendezvous, to settle on an exact location and
date for the first International Ranger Federation rendezvous.
We have come to the end of another exciting year in this organization's existence. We
have made much progress this year, and yet
we have much more to accomplish.
Among those things we need to accomplish
is to take a good look at our own organization.
You may recall that the Kennedy School of
Government at Harvard University has agreed
to look at this Association - where we have
been, where we are, where we could or should
be going in terms of organizational growth
and renewal. Members of the Kennedy School
are here at the Rendezvous and will be meeting and talking to us this week. Please give
them the benefit of your careful analysis about
the current and future health and wellbeing of
this Association. It is an exciting prospect to
know that a group with the credentials of the
Kennedy School of Government can help us
chart our future course as a vibrant, dynamic
association.

This is the end of my fifth year serving as
your president. While there have been some
frustrations in the job - like trying to get more
than a handful of members to help accomplish
the work of the Association - it has been
mostly rewarding.
Having said that, I would be remiss in this
state of the Association message if I did not
acknowledge to you a few of the people who
made my task infinitely easier by their willingness to jump in at a moment's notice to do
the work of the Association. For legislative issues, two members - Vaughn Baker and Mike
Hill - have been diligent in both helping the
Association and in educating your president.
Maureen Finnerty and Rick Smith are always
ready to analyze and prepare testimony and
responses, and for that I thank them. Debbie
Gorman responds to every presidential whim,
and, as she knows only too well, this is certainly not an easy task.
Finally, I have no adequate way to express
my appreciation to two members of this Association without whom I truly could not function. The diligent work of Bill Halainen and
Bill Wade is beyond comparison. Please join
me in giving a standing ovation as a "thank
you" to these two Association workhorses!

Finally, let me close this message with a
comment about the future leadership of this
Association. I would ask that, as you consider
individuals who you would nominate to be officers and regional representatives of ANPR,
you keep in mind those characteristics necessary to be able to articulate the position of the
Association and to act upon the concerns of
Association members. I would counsel you to
consider for nomination for office those candidates whose reputations convey credibility,
whose actions convey professionalism, whose
knowledge of government and the federal system would allow them ready access, and
whose demeanor in the discharge of their duties would not jeopardize this organization.
Thank you.

Editor's Notes continuedfrompage 2
nights out to any number of great restaurants
in downtown Spokane.
Above all, there was the spirit of camaraderie that arises when 300 or so kindred
spirits get together to talk, share meals, jog,
dance, drink beer and otherwise commune. It
was once again evident that the members of
ANPR and ANPME are some of the most energized, capable, dedicated, goal-oriented and
high-spirited people in this agency.
Most - but not all - of what occurred during the Rendezvous appears in these pages.
There are some omissions, some instances of
incomplete coverage of an event. These occurred because of lapses in coverage that inevitably occur during hectic events. You will,
however, see more photos in the issue this
year; in the past, readers have asked to see
more pictures from the Rendezvous in the
magazine.
Rendezvous XVII is set for Virginia Beach
next November. If you haven't been to a Rendezvous recently - or at all - you should consider coming on down. Park Service events
don't get much better than this.

Please send me

ANPR limited edition 75th Anniversary Poster(s) at $5.00 plus

$1.00 shipping and handling for each poster. I have enclosed

. Mail order to:

Name:
Address:
City:

Zip:_

State:.

Phone Number: (H)_

(W)_

Send this order form to: ANPR, P.O. Box 307, Gansevoort, NY 12831
(Check or money order only, do not send cash)
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Association Actions
Vail Symposium Testimony
On the final morning of the Rendezvous in
Spokane, a panel presentation was given on
the status of efforts to implement the Vail recommendations for reforming and revitalizing
the National Park Service.
During the question and answer period
which followed, several members expressed
concern that insufficient headway had been
made in implementing the recommendations
and that the entire Vail process could die in future months if a new administration perceived
it as a political program of the current administration. Accordingly, a telegram was composed and sent to Director Ridenour at his
meeting with the Regional Directors in New
Orleans on November 4th, the day after the
Rendezvous and the election. The text was approved by unanimous vote of the membership:
"On January 20, 1993, a new administration will assume its responsibilities. The
members of the Association of National Park
Rangers urge that you, your senior staff, and
the Regional Directors be prepared to deliver
to this administration a plan to attack the highest priority issues, either as identified in the
Vail agenda or as a part of our recently concluded political process, and a strategy for the
implementation of this plan. This plan should
be communicated to the parks and the Regional Offices as soon as possible. We also expect
to receive [a copy of] the plan."
President Rick Gale was subsequently
asked to present the Association's position at
a hearing on the Vail recommendations in
Washington, D.C., on December 10th. Rick
used this opportunity to present ANPR's perceptions of the state of the Service, cite our
specific concerns with efforts to date to implement the Vail recommendations, and again
delineate the Association's recommendations
regarding both the implementation process
and the actions which need to be taken to remedy the Service's problems:
"Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity to testify today on the implementation of
the 75th Anniversary Symposium recommendations, the so-called 'Vail Agenda.' As you
know, the Association of National Park
Rangers has had a strong and continuing interest in seeing these recommendations implemented and has testified or submitted detailed
comments on them on numerous occasions
over the past 18 months. Many of the issues I
will raise today have been addressed by this
Association on those occasions. The comments you will hear represent the combined,
consensus observations of members from all
grades and professional areas.
"Let me begin by relaying a revealing question recently posed by a seasonal ranger at a
nearby park regarding the symposium. This
ranger approached her supervisor and asked,
perplexedly: 'What ever happened to that
Aspen plan?'
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"That ranger's comments illustrate two of
our central concerns - lack of significant
progress on implementation of the Vail recommendations and disenfranchisement of the
field from the review and implementation
process. Although we are clearly in the midst
of an organizational crisis, only part of which
is economic in nature, actions on the recommendations are moving forward at a sluggish,
deliberate pace and in the rarefied circle of a
small group of top managers.
"Field employees at all levels have lost
whatever sense of 'ownership' of the process
that they once had; their perception, which is
coming through loud and clear, is that this is
just another bureaucratic exercise and that it
will produce little more than a series of committee reports, studies, statistical assessments,
internal memoranda, issue papers, executive
summaries and briefing statements.
"Exacerbating the problem has been the
fragmented, incomplete and haphazard communications process for getting the word out
and soliciting comments. Except for the one
liner that appears on the bottom of the pay
statement - which says 'Future of the National Park Service,' followed by three exclamation points, then 'Ask your supervisor for the
latest Team Implement bulletin' - information
on developments has been hard to come by.
What we need and lack are clear, consistent,
frequent, timely, widely-disseminated and informative updates. Whatever's being attempted in terms of communications is not working; information on whatever's being done is
not reaching the field.
"This also raises another, equally troubling
question: If our employees aren't getting the
word or being brought into the discussion,
what is happening with the other equally interested and concerned outside participants at
Vail? Are they part of the process, or just witnesses to an internal agency exercise?
"In short, we are losing the cohesion, support and drive necessary to effect the many
critical changes which need to be made. One
of the comments most commonly heard at recent annual meetings of several professional
associations, including our own, was that
much of the momentum for the Vail agenda
has already been lost and that inertia has set
in. People say that they're tired of hearing
about Vail because they feel that the outcome
has mostly been talk and paper instead of action. Field employees still do not feel that Vail
has accomplished anything that directly relates to their jobs or to resource issues at the
park level.
"We agree. While we continue to applaud
the Director and other agency leaders for having the not inconsiderable courage to engage
in such exhaustive, impartial and unsparing
self-analysis and for bringing a diverse and
talented group together to undertake this
analysis, we can not in good conscience say
that we feel that anywhere enough has been
done to remedy the problems which led to the
convening of the symposium in the first place.
A partial list includes the following:
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• depredations against and visitor impacts to
natural and cultural resources continue to
increase virtually unchecked;
• operating budgets, already barely sufficient, have been decreased dramatically;
• field staffing levels are dropping below
minimums needed for basic operations;
• employee morale, already low, is declining
further in the face of fiscal and staffing
constraints;
• new areas continue to be proposed and
added to the System that do not meet criteria for national significance and seriously
drain already overtaxed resources; and
• agency management still suffers from lack
of a comprehensive management identification and development process.
"There are no surprises on this listing, and
it would be easy to double or triple it in
length. But problem identification is not what
we're after; that's been done. What we need
are solutions, and these are the actions we recommend. They are listed in two groups those pertaining to process, and those pertaining to outcome.
"First, process:
1. Vision Statement - The agency still lacks
a single, clear, coherent statement of its vision for the future. The National Park Service needs a distinct and unclouded vision
of its mission, a vision forcefully articulated by its leadership and shared by all who
have responsibility for its implementation.
The 1916 Organic Act and its subsequent
amendments must be at the heart of this vision statement. The language of these acts
must be reaffirmed, enlarged upon and
made truly relevant and inspirational to all
who read them, whether employee or visitor, colleague or friend.
2. Strategic Plan - We need an explicit declaration of the agency's objectives, closely
related to the vision statement, which addresses the four topics discussed at the
symposium - organizational renewal, resource stewardship, environmental leadership, and park use and enjoyment. Without
such a set of distinct objectives, established in priority order according to need,
it will be difficult to steer a steady course
toward our desired ends. A plan also needs
to be developed and implemented to
achieve these objectives. This plan needs
to be fully supported by the Service's management, and the Director must assure
through whatever means possible that
these defined and agreed-upon aims are
met on schedule.
3. Implementation Team - The Vail agenda
needs to be put into the hands of people
who are committed full-time to its implementation and who report to the Director.
Although we understand the logic of placing it in the hands of the Associate Directors, they each have other management responsibilities which demand their time and
attention. A work team, solely devoted to
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the agenda, needs to be established and
given a fixed and short timetable for
achieving the Vail objectives.
4. Communication - A concise and informative weekly report listing goals, actions
completed to date and actions to be taken
must be prepared and distributed weekly
as far and wide as possible through the
Service's new telecommunications system.
Hard copies should be made and simultaneously distributed to every cooperator.
5. Congressional Liaison - The Director and
his staff need to make a concerted effort to
market the Vail agenda recommendations
to members of Congress. A comment
heard repeatedly on the Hill concerns the
lack of any comprehensive, consistently
promoted NPS program, legislative or otherwise. Continuing contacts with individual members and committees would go a
long way toward remedying this problem
and winning Hill support for the agenda.
6. Feedback - Staff should be assigned to the
implementation team whose sole responsibility will be to serve as liaison to the field
- answering incoming questions, soliciting
ideas and comments, preparing comprehensive summaries of those comments for
management review, and speaking at any
and all forums on the plan's status.
"Now the issues. In our view, these are the
most important - but certainly not the only challenges we currently face. Although the
Vail recommendations touch on these in various ways, we feel that a short summary by
topic better encapsulates the key issues that
require our immediate action:
1. Resource Protection - Loss and/or damage
to natural and cultural resources, whether
through environmental impacts, theft,
poaching, encroachments, impacts of excessive visitor use or other causes, need to
be checked. The Service has a mandate to
conserve these resources in perpetuity; if
they continue to be lost at even a slow but
steady rate, there will be little left other
than geologic features after the passage of
one or two more generations. We need the
funding, the legal tools and the administrative backbone to fight for this nation's natural and cultural heritage.
2. Operational Funding and Efficiency - We
do not dispute the federal government's
need for fiscal responsibility, nor its broad
mandate to cut costs. But we must - repeat, must - become hardheadedly realistic
about our priorities. Basic operational requirements come first, all other priorities
must fall in order after funding for those
operations is assured. Basic operations
plans, such as those now in effect at several southern Utah parks, must be done in
each and every park Servicewide and must
be utilized in discussions about which services should be cut when budget allocations fall short. The Service also needs to

critically evaluate central offices regarding
their size, efficiency, needs and functions,
and determine if they can be combined or
streamlined. Corporate America is eliminating overhead and cutting numerous
high-level and mid-level management positions, and the NPS should do the same.
Rocky Mountain Region has already
begun this process, and we applaud their
efforts. The Service must also employ
whatever tools are necessary - excluding
the current and wholly unacceptable trend
toward commercialization - to gain revenues where and when possible, and to
fight against the inclusion of expensive
and less than significant new areas to the
System.
3. New Areas - Stronger efforts need to be
made to preserve the integrity of the National Park System. As envisioned by its
proponents and creators 76 years ago, the
Service would be comprised solely of
areas of true national significance. During
the decades that have since passed, that
idea has been compromised, and areas of
less than national significance - sometimes
far less than national significance - have
been brought into the System, thereby diluting our original mandate, mixing the
truly wondrous with the truly mediocre,
and stretching our funds and staff beyond
the breaking point. The Service needs to
work closely with Congress and the Administration to scrutinize and evaluate proposed areas more closely and to rigorously
apply the established criteria for national
cultural and natural significance to assure
that only the best and most significant portions of America's heritage are included in
the National Park System.
4. Employee Development - We endorse and
applaud efforts now underway to revitalize
the ranger profession, one of the few areas
where we have seen measurable progress
since the agenda recommendations were
published, and encourage the Service to
press forward with the initiative. We also advocate any other necessary efforts that need
to be made to resolve long-standing problems concerning entry requirements, training, professional standards, and career ladders for park rangers and other employees.
5. Employee Benefits - The Service needs to
aggressively move forward to find or implement solutions to a number of pressing
personnel issues, including temporary employee benefits, early retirement benefits
for law enforcement rangers, improved
housing and rent controls, and proper payment for any compensable work activity,
including stand-by and overtime.
6. Management - We firmly endorse efforts
to improve leadership development and selection within the Service, and commend
the agency for developing and implementing its excellent facility manager training,
which is now to be expanded to include
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management training for other disciplines.
Statistics show that a great number of senior NPS managers will be retiring within
the next few years, yet we have taken very
few steps to prepare the next generation to
assume the mantle of leadership. Without
such developmental programs, we can not
effectively administer the agency, much
less provide national or international environmental leadership. Management and
leadership development programs need to
be instituted at all levels of the Service.
"These actions need to be taken now. We
can't afford to wait any longer. Time is running out on the Vail agenda; without significant progress within the next six months, it
will be consigned to the dusty and overburdened shelves which carry the many plans,
studies and agendas that preceded it.
"ANPR intends to press forward with this
agenda on all possible fronts with the new Administration and Congress. As we have said
before, we see it as the last, best chance we
have at a comprehensive approach to resolution of the Service's many, inter-linked problems. It should not be discarded because of
perceptions that it was the product of a previous administration.
"I'd like to add one concluding note. Many
of us have watched the upheavals currently
taking place in the Forest Service with a sense
of both foreboding and sympathy. For too
many years, the management of that agency
held on to outmoded practices and philosophies and either neglected to listen to its field
employees or actively impeded them in their
efforts to bring about change. The result has
been a revolution that is shaking the agency to
its core.
"While we don't see exact parallels between our two agencies, we would be remiss
if we didn't add that it's clear that there will
be an unprecedented ferment within the ranks
of our employees if conditions don't soon
change. Frustration inevitably breeds dissension, and warning signs are already evident at
all levels, from seasonal staff to management.
"But none of this needs to come to pass if
the Service aggressively pursues the Vail agenda and the remedies it recommends. We stand
ready to support the agency in its efforts."

Housing Legislation
As you know, S.1704. the "Ranger Fair
Housing Act," failed to make it through Congress last session. Although it passed the Senate by unanimous consent on October 1st, the
language of the bill was rewritten in the
House and several amendments were added,
including a study of Revere Beach as a possible national park, a national river study, and
construction of the Lincoln Research Center at
Lincoln Boyhood and the William O. Douglas
Center at Santa Monica Mountains. The
House passed the bill, then adjourned; the revised bill was returned to the Senate as an all
or nothing proposition. The Senate declined to
act on it.
RANGER: WINTER 1992/93
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On October 15th, Senator Wallop, the bill's
sponsor, wrote to President Gale to explain
why the bill had failed and his future course of
action on housing. Excerpts from his letter
follow:
"...I could not accept the other items that
were attached to the housing bill. First and
foremost, we had not held hearings here in the
Senate on several of the additional provisions.
I could not ask my colleagues to support the
House passed bill, or any bill for that matter,
when they were not fully aware of what the
bill contained.
"In addition, several of the 'add-ons' had
unacceptable price tags associated with them
which need careful review and evaluation. I
considered stripping these provisions out of
the housing bill and returning it to the House
with just their study provisions. However,
since Mr. Vento has already requested a GAO
study of employee housing and the FY93 Interior appropriations bill contains the 10 percent
rental increase cap for another year, I felt authorizing another study would be a waste of
time and money. Instead, I will offer my version of the housing bill again in the next Congress."
Representative Bruce Vento, chairman of
the House Interior Committee's Subcommittee on National Parks and Public Lands, will
also be introducing housing legislation in the
coming Congress. This legislation will be formulated after GAO concludes its study of
NPS housing sometime later this year.
President Rick Gale has since had the opportunity to offer ANPR's comments on NPS
housing to GAO auditors and to meet and talk
with representatives from Senator Wallop's
and Representative Vento's staffs. Both offices have solicited our comments on their respective bills, and ANPR will be asked to testify on them when hearings are scheduled.

New Areas
In the same letter on housing matters, Senator Wallop also asked the Association for its
comments on a bill that he will be introducing
in the coming Congress which will require
that proposed new areas be studied before the
Congress decides on whether or not they
should be added to the System:
"I have spoken many times over the past
several years about the need to check the unrestrained growth of the National Park System. ANPR members know first hand what's
been happening to the infrastructure and resources of existing parks as more units are
added to the System without the additional
funding to operate them.
"In the housing bill alone, the House wanted to authorize an interpretive center at Lincoln Home National Historic Site to the tune
of $18 million, the W.O. Douglas Center at
Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation
Area which was estimated to cost $2.5 million
and a nationwide rivers inventory and study
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Typical first aid courses train students to provide care before an ambulance
arrives. Wilderness Medical Associates provides definitive medical training for
all outdoor leaders and enthusiasts, wilderness rescue team members and
various environmental occupations whose emergency situations include:
• Delayed transport
• Limited Equipment
• Extreme environment
Wilderness Medical Associates' courses are widely considered the most
complete medical training for outdoor professionals. Our curriculum is
preferred by such organizations as the National Park Service, Outward Bound,
and many university outdoor programs. Courses are available throughout the
United States and overseas. For course Information call today.
NASAR certificates issued for most courses.

i!!Z 800-742-2931

In Maine:
207-665-2701

WILDERNESS M E D I C A L ASSOCIATES
RFD 2 Box 890 Bryant Pond, M E 04219
Training Specialists in emergency medicine and wilderness rescue.

which was estimated to cost $25 million.
Your members know better than I do that
there are critical needs in existing areas that
could better utilize that kind of money.
"In order to bring some order out of this
chaos, I will be introducing legislation in the
next Congress which will require that all new
areas and expansion proposals be studied first.
The Congress should then decide whether the
area merits recognition and protection as a
unit of the National Park System. I would
welcome ANPR's views on my proposed legislation.
"I look forward to working with you and
your members during the 103rd Congress."
As you know, ANPR has taken a strong
stand on the issue of new areas which do not
meet agency standards and carry high price
tags. In the summer of 1991, we sent a long
letter on this issue to the chairmen and ranking minority members of the authorizing committees and subcommittees in the House and
Senate (see the Fall, 1991, Ranger, pages 810, for the full text), and have since spoken
out repeatedly on the matter in letters, hearings and other forums.
The Association is accordingly preparing testimony on Senator Wallop's draft legislation.
Your comments should be sent to Rick Gale.
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Letters to Governor Babbitt
and Mr. Speth
On the last day of the year, President Gale
sent the following letter to Governor Bruce
Babbitt, at his office in Arizona:
"Congratulations on your nomination as the
Secretary of the Interior Designate. The Association of National Park Rangers (ANPR) applauds your nomination and looks forward to
establishing a productive working relationship
with you and your Interior team.
"ANPR is a professional ranger organization of some 1,600 members, dedicated to the
furtherance of the park ranger profession, to
the support of the National Park Service, and
to the perpetuation of the National Park System. ANPR is neither a bargaining unit nor a
union. It represents National Park Service
rangers and other employees from around the
nation at all grade levels and specialties.
"We believe that the National Park Service
has found itself in increasing difficult straits in
recent years. While the overall agency budget
has increased during that time, the reality is
that funding for park operations has decreased
dramatically. The net effect of this budget erosion has been increased depredations to park
resources, deferred maintenance to park facilities, and a subsequent lowering of employee
morale.
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"In our view, the National Park Service is a
unique agency, akin to the Smithsonian Institute, charged with and dedicated to the safeguarding of our nation's unique natural and
cultural treasurers. We believe such an agency
deserves - and demands - to be led by a professional selected from within the agency
ranks. We hope you would consider as the
next Director of the National Park Service an
individual who knows the National Park System, who is familiar with the personalities of
the agency, who understands field operations,
who can work within the federal process without requiring a long-term learning curve, and,
most importantly, who demonstrates the ability to provide leadership of the agency with the
Department and with the Congress.
"As you consider individuals for the next
Director of the National Park Service, this Association hopes you would look at the Directorate as a team, with the Director as the commanding officer, providing leadership, vision
and an ability to work with the administration
and the Congress, and the Deputy Director as
the executive officer, providing internal organizational and management skills and direction to the agency.
"This new administration has the best opportunity in years to depoliticize the agency
and reestablish the professional integrity of
both the National Park Service and the National Park System. The Clinton administration can make a significant contribution in the
name of conservation and the environment.
Selection of a professional Director and
Deputy Director for the National Park Service
would be a major step toward that contribution.
"Again, the Association of National Park
Rangers is delighted that you have been nominated to be the next Secretary of Interior.
"On a personal note, you may recall spending some few hours in my backyard on the
North Rim of the Grand Canyon on occasion
in the 1970s as you prepared to hike across
the canyon. I recall those short visits with
pleasure and look forward to working with
you more closely.
"ANPR stands ready to assist you in any
way you deem appropriate."

"Your November 27, 1992, editorial regarding the closure of Skyline Drive in
Shenandoah National Park drew an erroneous
conclusion about the fiscal health of the National Park System. While it is true that the
National Park Service budget has risen significantly in actual dollars (90%) over the last ten
years, it has only increased 31% in inflationadjusted dollars. It is also true that the cost of
operating the National Park System has risen
at an even greater rate.
"Between 1970 and 1991, 76 units and over
50 million acres were added to the National
Park System. In the 102nd Congress alone,
ten new units of the System were added without the additional funding needed to operate
all of these units. That means that the Service
must take the money to fund these areas from
operations elsewhere in the System.
"Another source of increased costs is the
new Federal Employee Retirement System
(FERS). While a benefit package for an employee under the Civil Service Retirement
System averages about 12.5%, the benefit
package for most FERS employees averages
about 30%. In the National Park Service, the
hiring of one GS-9 permanent employee
under FERS costs the equivalent of 7.3 GS-5
three-month seasonal rangers.
"According to a recent report by the National Parks and Conservation Association,
there was one ranger for every 59,432 park
visitors a dozen years ago. By contrast, there
was one ranger for every 80,204 visitors as of
this past January.
"The National Park Service is faced with
some hard decisions - whether to do a few
things well or continue to limp along and try
to do a lot of things poorly. The American
people expect their national parks to be world
class. So do the employees who are entrusted
with their care. Given the current fiscal climate and the continued efforts to add new
areas to the System, however, something is
going to have to give. If the goal is to keep the
'gates open' year round, as you suggest, then
summer visitors can expect fewer services,
such as ranger-led activities, ranger patrols,
campground and roadside clean-up, and road
and trail maintenance."

Omega World TVavel
The Association has signed an agreement
with Omega World Travel, headquartered in
Falls Church, Virginia. Omega is one of the
top travel companies in the United States and
is the largest woman-owned travel agency in
the world. All travel booked through Omega
will directly benefit the Association, in the
form of travel credits for official Association
travel or cash rebates to the Association.
Any personal travel (including transportation, car rentals, hotels, cruises, package
tours, etc.) by members or their families,
friends or acquaintances qualifies under the
program.
Reservations for travel, may be made by
calling the following Omega branch office:
Omega World Travel
12711 Shops Lane
Fairfax, VA 22033-3834
703/818-8848
800-283-3239
703/818-8822
Hours: 8:30 - 5:30 M-F; 10:00 - 2:00 Sat.
Omega guarantees that they will provide
the lowest airfare at the time of ticketing, or
they will refund double the difference. Further, if a traveler is dissatisfied with any portion of a trip, they will refund 100% of their
commissions on that portion of the trip.
Omega will provide ticket delivery via
overnight mail, or can provide pre-paid tickets to any airport or airline ticket office. In
addition, Omega's 24-hour number (800-UsOmega), accessible nation- and world-wide,
can be used for information or difficulties
encountered during travel.

A similar letter was sent the same day to
James Speth, the coordinator of the Natural
Resources Cluster for President Clinton's
transition team.

Budget Editorial Response
On November 27th, the Washington Post
ran an editorial castigating Shenandoah National Park for attempting to close Skyline
Drive during the off-season to save funds that
could be better used elsewhere. Among other
things, the editorial argued that the Service's
budget has almost doubled in ten years, so it
shouldn't have to cut back services, and that
any financial problems could be resolved by
raising entrance fees. President Rick Gale
submitted the following in reply:
9
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Board and
Business Meetings
Board Meetings
The annual board meeting convened on the
afternoon of October 29th and concluded the
following day. As has been the practice in recent years, only routine housekeeping matters
were discussed; all reports and significant decisions were deferred to the business meetings
held on the floor during the Rendezvous. President Rick Gale began by reviewing the status
of several old business projects:
• A new travel agency, Omega World Travel,
has been selected to replace Executive Travel. A process has also been established for
selecting future Rendezvous sites.
• A number of people still have not fulfilled
their pledges to pay for 20-year retirement
packets. A total of just over $2,000 is owed.
Those people will be contacted and asked to
meet their obligations.
• Decisions on investment of life account
funds have not yet been made. Action was
tabled until options can be discussed with
several members with expertise on investments.
• The training sources guide has been updated; those who have reviewed it feel that it is
highly valuable. It will cost about $750 to
print 500 copies. Action was deferred pending an overall study of ANPR publications.
• There was no activity this year on the development of international controls policies due
to time constraints. Rick Gale asked that no
action be taken until the Kennedy School's
review of Association operations is completed. The finance committee will meet i the
spring, though, to begin work on this project.
• The dual-career database has not been completed due to the lack of member response.
• A brochure entitled "How to Become a Park
Ranger" has been completed. Bill Dwyer
prepared the text; Keith Hoofnagle did the
art work. It explains the many ways in
which a seasonal can gain permanent status
as a park ranger in the NPS. A thousand
copies have been printed and will be sold for
$3 each.
• Rick asked for a discussion of the value of
first-class mailings to the membership on
significant issues. Board members felt that
they were highly effective and strongly supported their continuation.
• Recruitment efforts have been successful
and overall membership increased since last
year. A recruitment poster with tear-off
membership sheets will be published and
distributed this year, brochures will be
reprinted, additional renewal notices will be
sent out, and regional recruitment efforts
will be undertaken.
Maureen Finnerty then gave a short presentation on the agreement we have with the
Kennedy School of Government. They will be
RANGER: WINTER 1992/93

looking at the Association's organization and
functions and will develop a strategic plan to
govern the direction of ANPR for the next
five to ten years. Issues to be included in the
study will be organizational effectiveness,
funding, revenue enhancement, member concerns, and the possibility of establishing paid
staff positions. The person heading the study
would be at the Rendezvous to observe and to
interview members. The expense of this study
to the Association is limited to travel costs,
which will not exceed $3,500.
The board then turned to new business.
Items on the agenda included the following:
• A motion was made that resolutions for consideration on the floor at the Rendezvous be
written out in full and posted at least 24
hours before the session. It carried.
• A motion was made for a one-time amendment to the by-laws which would permit the
current president to be nominated for one
more term. This was done to assure continuity in the presidency, but not to preclude
other nominations. The board also approved
the formation of a nominating committee to
assure the development of a pool of qualified candidates for each office that opens
each year.
• A study was made of legal limits on political
activity this year which determined that no
restrictions are placed on government employees who are acting as private citizens on
their own time and money, and who are not
representing others before a government
agency or in a court of law. Although tax exempt status places some constraints on a
qualifying association's political activity,
ANPR comes nowhere near the permitted
limits. Nonetheless, those activities must be
monitored to ensure that those limits are not

exceeded in the future. An "advocacy action" plan was prepared for review in regional caucuses (see elsewhere in this issue
for details),
• A prolonged discussion was held on the Association's budget. Although ANPR is in decent financial shape, we need to look closely
at our budget because of increasing costs and
expanding services. Among the actions which
will be taken will be the development of a
policy on the use of exhibitor fees, an assessment of ways to reduce magazine publication
costs (without sacrificing quality), an examination of the propriety of increasing the
prices of commemorative sales items, and the
sale of ANPR-sponsored publications. A motion was made to approve the proposed fiscal
'93 budget as drafted. It passed.
• The board approved the purchase of fax machines for the president and the editor of
Ranger to expedite time-critical communications pertaining to magazine production,
advocacy actions and related matters.
• A work group was established to look into
the possibility of developing an ANPR publications program.
• Jeff DeBonis of the Association of Forest
Service Employees for Environmental
Ethics (AFSEEE) and Public Employees for
Environmental Responsibility (PEER) spoke
to the board about the possibility of ANPR's
participation in the latter group, which is
being established as an umbrella organization to protect employees in environmental
agencies from reprisals for speaking out on
issues. Board members expressed their interest in monitoring the development of this
new group and in participating in its initial
meetings, but decided that it was too early to
determine whether or not we should affiliate
with PEER.

Members at the registration and sales tables during a meeting break
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Business Meetings
The first business session was held on the
morning of Saturday, October 31st.
Debbie Gorman began with a report on the
business manager's activities over the past
year. Among the topics she addressed were
the following:
• Information on ANPR's health insurance
program was mailed at the company's expense to parks around the Service this year.
About 50 members have signed up for one
or more of Seabury and Smith's plans, and
one Forest Service region has requested information to disseminate to its seasonals.
• Members made about $300 in voluntary donations to the ranger museum this year. The
museum is looking for artifacts for its exhibits, including uniform items from the
Gregory's and Alvord and Ferguson periods,
various "tools of the trade," and even a
ranger motorcycle. If you can help, contact
Tom Tankersley at Yellowstone.
• At the time of the Rendezvous, ANPR had
1,436 members. During the year, we lost
400 members due to lapsed renewals, regained 200 of them, and added 250 new
members.
• Although the operating statement for the
year showed more than receipts (see table on
page 26), it does not reflect about $12,000 in
receipts due in from the management grid
training course which ANPR sponsored this
year. We therefore have a positive balance.
Bill Halainen followed with a summary of
magazine operations. He said that he had four
objectives for Ranger - fully reporting ANPR
actions, providing balanced coverage of professional, system and employee issues, serving as the Association's publication of record,

and carrying stories on ranger history - and
cited articles that had been in the magazine
this year which met those objectives. Those
same objectives will guide Ranger in the coming year, during which Bill will continue his
search for a new editor and will also focus on
reducing publication costs.
Bill Wade spoke on future Rendezvous.
The gathering in 1993 will be at the Cavalier
Hotel in Virginia Beach between Wednesday,
November 10th, and Sunday, November Nth.
The Association of National Park Maintenance Employees (ANPME) will meet with us
from November 12th to the 16th. Rooms will
be $49 per night ($65 for rooms facing the
beach), single or double occupancy. Bill
stressed the importance of reserving well
ahead of time to assure that sufficient rooms
are held for us. Bill and Scott McElveen will
coordinate the Rendezvous; Cindy MacLeod
will serve as program chair.
The Rendezvous in 1994 will be at
Tamaron Resort in Durango, Colorado. Sites
are being sought in the upper Midwest for a
joint ANPR-ANPME-E&AA gathering in
1995. Sites will be sought in the Southwest
for 1996; although we'd previously targeted
Atlanta, rooms there are far too expensive.
ANPR will probably come east again in 1997.
Rick Jones talked about the dual career
committee's efforts to develop a Servicewide
data base of dual career couples. Their request
for information, however, netted only three responses, despite the fact that a significant number of members have dual career marriages.
Further efforts will be attempted this year.
Bill Halainen spoke for the international affairs committee, which Barbara Goodman
agreed to chair following the Rendezvous. As
noted in the fall issue of Ranger, ANPR
signed a joint agreement last summer with

Watching election returns come in on Tuesday evening.

Photo by Jim Capra/Rhonda Coston.
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SCRA and ACR, the Scottish and English
ranger associations, thereby establishing the
new International Ranger Federation (IRF).
Gordon Miller of ACR, who attended the
Rendezvous with Bob Reid of SCRA, will
serve as IRF's first chair. ANPR will be responsible for making the initial mailing of information on IRF to rangers worldwide.
Organization of the IRF will continue over
the coming year. Efforts will focus primarily
on the first world ranger congress, which will
be held at the Hotel Kasprovy in Zakopane in
Poland's Tatra Mountains in May or June of
1995. Gordan has already looked into room
rates at the hotel, which has 600 beds in singles, twins and apartments. Room rates will
be $35 per day for singles, $45 to $50 per day
for doubles, plus $20 for full board. A large
conference hall with extensive facilities, including simultaneous translation, will also be
available. The meeting will last for five days;
a program is under development and will appear in future issues of this magazine.
Jeff Karraker, chairperson of the training
committee, began her presentation by asking
Bill Wade to speak on the managerial grid
training course that ANPR is providing for the
NPS. The first course was conducted in
Tampa in August and had 28 participants.
Three additional courses are planned for the
coming year - one in Denver in January and
two more later in the year at locations yet to
be selected. If the NPS takes over responsibility for this course, Bill recommended that the
Association target some other course which is
needed but not available.
Jeff then talked about other committee actions. Five hundred training catalogues are
being printed and will be sent to regions for
distribution on a trial basis. Users are encouraged to fill out and return the evaluation
sheets in them. A class on performance management and counseling was being offered
after the Rendezvous. Twenty people signed
up for the session. And the committee is exploring ways in which ANPR could sponsor
an individual to attend training sponsored by
ANPR, the NPS or other providers. Jeff said
that she and Wendy Lauritzen would welcome
any ideas on the latter.
Mark Harvey spoke for the twenty-year retirement committee. He attempted to develop a
data base on claims which would help
claimants with their appeals if that should
prove necessary, but got only two responses.
He also encouraged those people who had not
filled their pledges to do so as soon as possible.
Barb Maynes, who replaced Bill Dwyer as
seasonal committee chair, reported on that
group's accomplishments. The guide to getting on as a permanent has been completed
and will be available through the mail for $3
per copy. The seasonal hiring survey for the
coming summer (sent to each member by first
class mail in December) now includes maintenance employees. The supervisory evaluation
form was completed during the year and used
in a number of parks. It is still available.
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crimination according to sexual orientation. A
long discussion followed on the nature and
wording of a position statement on this issue.
In the end, the board voted in favor of the two
motions; the exact wording of each follows:
• The Association of National Park Rangers
will recommend and urge the adoption and
implementation by the National Park Service of the Western Region policy of nondiscrimination in the workplace.
• That the board develop for membership review and action a non-discrimination statement that would include all protected classes,
including sexual orientation, for the by-laws.

Meeting and greeting old friends and making new acquaintances. Photos by Wendy Lauritzen
(above) and Jim CapralRhonda Coston (below).

As is customary, the final business session
was held on the afternoon of the last day of
the Rendezvous.
Rick Gale began by noting that there are
now 23 members of the Second Century Club,
which was formed for life members who
signed on at the old rate of $125 but have
since donated another $125 to the Association.
Tessy Shirakawa followed with a review of
new commemorative sales items, including
pewter belt buckles and a Hurricane Andrew
relief t-shirt. Tessy is looking for new sales
items for the Association's 20th anniversary
in 1997; if you've got any ideas, call her.
The meeting then turned to new business.
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Each of the items brought to the floor had
been discussed in regional caucuses, sometimes at considerable length; Rick Gale therefore began each discussion by polling the regional representatives, then opened the floor
to general discussion.
The members endorsed the board's decision
to continue meeting and talking with representatives from PEER and to attend an upcoming
organizational meeting, but were virtually
unanimous in endorsing a thorough evaluation
of PEER before taking any action to affiliate
with that organization.
The next matter brought to the floor was a
proposal that ANPR take a position on dis12

Bill Halainen followed with a discussion of
an advocacy action plan which had been disseminated and reviewed by the membership.
The plan (which appears on the opposite
page) listed those issues which the Association would focus on in the coming year and
provided contacts for each. The members supported the proposal and asked that further explanations of ANPR's intent on each of these
matters be included in the presentation of the
plan in the magazine.
Karen Wade next discussed recruitment efforts. A strategy for 1993 has been developed
and was published in the fall issue of Ranger
(page 27). She encouraged creative ideas for attracting members, such as Everglades' yard
sale, which raised money for memberships in
the Association. One idea that came up in many
discussions was the need for local park area networks withregularmeetings of members.
Tools to help recruitment will be available,
including the poster, a handout listing ANPR
accomplishments and elements of the advocacy plan, and a recruitment brochure.
Regional reps each announced their recruiting goals; the total target for all regions was
over 600 new members, with two regions still
to be heard from. Rick Gale also asked that
five members take up his challenge to recruit
21 or more new members by next year. Karen
Wade, Ed Rizzoto, Dale Thompson, Rick
Smith and Jim Brady accepted. The loser(s)
have to fund a year's seasonal membership.
A motion was then made that the Association print and distribute the seasonal supervisor's evaluation form that was developed last
year. During the discussion, it was suggested
that it first be revised, then be looked at as
part of the proposed publications program.
The motion was defeated.
The formal part of the business meeting
concluded with nominations for office:
President
Secretary/Treasurer
Alaska Reg.Rep

Rick Gale
Pat McAlpine
Rick Mossman
Pat Quinn
Midwest Reg. Rep
Judy Winkelman
North Atlantic Reg. Rep
Jim McKay
National Capital Reg. Rep Mike Caldwell
Sarah Craighead
Gary Pollock
Rocky Mountain Reg. Rep Dan Moses
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Advocacy
Actions: 1993
Over recent years, this Association has become increasingly involved with issues of
concern to its membership, and it's evident
that this trend is likely to continue and accelerate in coming years. It therefore seemed
timely to assess our position and draw up
some guidance for the future.
A paper was accordingly drawn up for
board review which established ANPR's
overall goals and the principals which the organization would subscribe to in taking an activist role. The text which follows was approved by the board:

•

"ANPR will address those issues which
are of concern to its members in all appropriate forums, including (but not
limited to) presentation of oral or written testimony at Congressional hearings, participation in agency task group
meetings, submission of written comments on issues, and granting of interviews to media representatives. These
activities will be done in accord with
stated ANPR goals - advocacy of employee benefits, advancement of ranger
professional standards, protection of
park resources, and furtherance of the
proper and effective management of
both the agency and the National Park
System - and within bounds specified
by the membership.
"ANPR will always seek to provide
a factual, unbiased, professional perspective on issues, irrespective of partisan political considerations. ANPR will
not engage in activities in violation of
the Hatch Act, the parameters placed
on political activity by IRS rules on tax
exempt status, or United States Code."

•

A position paper which outlined areas of
concern to ANPR and specified some of the
issues which we should consider addressing
in the coming year was also drawn up and
was reviewed and endorsed by members who
attended the Rendezvous. Although the list
has been fleshed out a bit since Spokane, all
the issues which appear below are in keeping
with the mandate the membership provided.
A brief rationale is provided for each issue,
and the "point person" and his or her address
appears at the end of the entry. If you have
ideas or concerns about any of them, please
drop the contact person a line:

•

•

•

•
• Paleontological resources - A bill to improve protection to paleontological resources on federal lands was introduced in
Congress last year but failed to pass.
ANPR will work toward reintroduction
and passage. (Tony Sisto, 8400 Thompson
Road, Annandale, VA 22003).
• Endangered Species Act - The act comes
up for reauthorization this year. As an
agency with prime responsibility for pro-

•

tection of native species, it is the responsibility of NPS personnel to speak out on
the issue. (Kathy Jope, 3245 34th Avenue
West, Seattle, WA 98199-2614).
New areas - Legislation will be introduced in the Senate which will establish
legislative criteria for admission of new
areas to the NPS. ANPR has long been
concerned with the proliferation of new
sites with less than national significance
and will comment on both this bill and on
legislative proposals for any new area
which possesses significant merit or which
establishes a Servicewide precedent (in
conjunction with members knowledgeable
about the specifics of the proposed site).
(Vaughn Baker, 2769 January Court, Falls
Church, VA 22043)
NPS organization - Congress continues to
look at ways to reorganize and/or reform
the NPS. Because of our natural interest in
such actions, ANPR will review and comment on pertinent legislative proposals, including legislation similar to the bills introduced in the 102nd Congress (S. 2556
and H.R. 5738). (Bill Wade, 3041 Mountain Heights Road, Front Royal, VA
22630).
NPS budget - Financial constraints are
having a serious impact on operations Servicewide. As in prior years, the Association will testify before Congress on the
proposed budget and appropriate allocation of funds for the agency. (Bill Halainen, 640 North Harrison Street, Arlington, VA 22205).
Housing - The Association will continue
its long-standing efforts to improve NPS
housing and control rents. ANPR will continue to work with GAO on its audit of
NPS housing and seek reintroduction and
bipartisan support of housing legislation
similar to that introduced in the 102nd
Congress (S.1704). (Rick Smith, Roadrunner Trail, Placitas, NM 87043-9424).
Seasonal benefits - ANPR will continues
its efforts to improve seasonal employee
conditions by seeking introduction of legislation which would provide temporary
GS employees with step increases, allow
them to compete for permanent positions
through delegated examining authority,
permit their seasonal experience to be
counted for qualification purposes, and
provide them with health and life insurance and retirement benefits. (Bill Halainen, 640 North Harrison Street, Arlington, VA 22205).
Twenty-year retirement - The Association
will continue efforts to gain twenty-year
retirement for law enforcement rangers.
Actions will be based on the outcome of
the Congressional action on OPM's recommendations for implementation of pay
reform for federal law enforcement personnel. (Rick Gale, 4074 S. Iriondo Way,
Boise, ID 83706).
Science - Because effective science and
resource management are essential for
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proper protection of the National Park
System, ANPR will comment on draft legislation mandating an NPS science program. (Bob Krumenaker, 2940 Calle Del
Res, Santa Fe, NM 87505).
• Ranger Futures - ANPR will continue its
efforts to reform and improve the ranger
series by commenting on actions pertaining to the "Ranger Futures" initiative.
(Ken Mabery, 1749 Blue Spruce, Grants,
NM 87020).
• Vail Symposium - The Association has
devoted a good deal of time and attention
to the Vail Symposium recommendations
and will continue to work to assure their
implementation. (Rick Gale, 4074 S. Irondo Way, Boise, ID 83706).
ANPR will also monitor a number of other
issues which have potentially significant impacts on park operations, including fee legislation, increased commercialization in the
parks, and concessions reform.

Seasonal Insurance
The Association has arranged an insurance
program which for the first time makes health
insurance available at reasonable rates to permanent and non-permanent employees who
are ANPR members. Included are:
• A major medical plan which provides comprehensive health care benefits for you and
your family, with up to %4 million maximum lifetime benefits per insured person, a
choice of deductibles, affordable group rates
and comprehensive benefits in and out of the
hospital.
• A short-term, self-writing policy developed
specifically for temporary employees. A
managed health care system to ensure you
and your family receive the best care possible while controlling the medical costs, featuring a $2 million lifetime benefit, freedom
to select doctors and hospitals of your
choice, and a choice of deductibles.
• Group term life insurance, an inexpensive
way to establish financial security for your
family with maximum life insurance protection up to $3 million for members and
spouses, optional dependent coverage, and
non-smoker discounts.
If you'd like more information on these
programs, write to Seabury & Smith Associates, 1255 23rd Street, N.W., Washington, DC
20037, or call 1-800-424-9883.
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Presentations
During the Rendezvous, there were a number of presentations, panel discussions and
keynote addresses. The full text of only one Debbie Liggett's account of the impacts of
Hurricane Andrew - was available for publication; it appears elsewhere. Summaries of
some (but not all) of the others appear below.

Senator Evans
Dan Evans, former governor of Washington, United States senator, and chair of the
Vail Symposium's environmental leadership
work group, addressed the membership at the
Rendezvous' opening session on Friday.
Evans began by talking about several of the
key problems that have afflicted the NPS in
recent years, such as excessive political interference with Park Service professionals and
the imposition of too many layers of bureaucrats between the Secretary and the Director.
Although the budget situation would present
difficulties no matter who won the coming
election, the change in administrations might
provide some opportunities despite the hard
times. Two he cited were the chance to get
Congress to support existing parks rather than
create new ones, and the opportunity to resolve personnel and pay issues.
Evans said that he was pleased to see
progress on environmental leadership in the
NPS, since it "captures a large share of what
you're all about," and added that he was favorably struck by the interdisciplinary approach
that has been taken toward the issue. He said
that everyone in a park must be involved in
making decisions and resolving problems.
Although leadership requires "the skills of a
diplomat and the strength of a saint," it is necessary for us to speak out on problems despite
the associated dangers. We must build on the
high regard that the public has for rangers to
develop alliances and partnerships for support.
By employing parks as classrooms, we can
bring teachers and students in as allies and
also impart principles of stewardship and protection to children who will become taxpayers, visitors, and elected officials. Evans also
recommended forging partnerships with
neighbors, other federal and state agencies,
communities, businesses, universities and
even political leaders.
In closing, Evans said that ANPR offers an
"unusual level of leadership and knowledge."
He encouraged ANPR to testify on issues on
the Hill, since members of Congress see us as
true park professionals.

Professional Updates Panel
A panel presentation on professional issues
was held on Friday afternoon. It featured
Stephanie Toothman, Chief of Cultural Resources in PNR; Denny Fenn, the Deputy Associate Director for Natural Resources in
WASO; Jim Brady, Chief of Ranger Activities in WASO; and Diane Jung, from WASO
Interpretation.
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JeffDeBonis, founder of the Association of Forest Service Employees for Environmental Ethics.
Photo by Jim Capra/Rhonda Coston.
Jim Brady began with a report summarizing
several of the current top issues in Ranger Activities:
• Funding - Gaining sufficient funds for
park operations is the division's top priority. Although this will be a very difficult
year financially, the Director has asked for
increases for FY94. Ranger Activities will
be working on justifications for funding
increases.
• Staffing - Staffing levels are down across
the agency. According to the field, $65
million and 859 FTEs are needed to bring
the agency up to proper staffing levels. A
plan calling for incremental increases of
$8 million a year was presented to OMB;
so far, it's been pared down to $1 million.
• Natural resources protection initiative Ranger Activities will again seek funding
for a natural resource protection initiative,
to be run like the ARPA and drug programs. $3 million is being sought.
• "Ranger Futures" - The final draft of the
position paper will be out for field review
this winter.
Stephanie Toothman followed with an update on cultural resources management. She
said that funding was also the biggest issue in
cultural resources, but noted that a fair amount
of money had recently come into the program
because several initiatives came through at
once:
•

Collections management - Because of the
size of our collections and the lack of
knowledge we had about them, a successful request for $2.5 million was made and
is now part of cultural resources' base
funding.
• National Archeological Survey - The NPS
will be receiving $1.1 million per year for
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the next five years to conduct archeological surveys.
• Ethnography - Funds have been received
to prepare the NPS for the impacts of requests which will be made under new laws
granting Native Americans more freedoms.
• Classified structures - An initiative is underway to compile an updated listing of
classified structures.
• NPS-28 - The second draft of the cultural
resource management guideline was to
come out for review in December.
Diane Jung attended the Rendezvous as the
representative from WASO Interpretation,
since the chief's position had not yet been
filled. She talked about several key matters in
interpretation:
• "Parks As Classrooms" - The National
Parks Foundation is hiring a coordinator
for a two-year detail.
• Budget - Interpreters had high expectations for funding for the seasonal and
"Parks As Classrooms" initiatives, but got
only $3 million of the $8 million sought
for the former and $700,000 of the $3 million requested for the latter. The National
Parks Foundation, however, is funding
"Parks As Classrooms," which is targeted
toward youth at risk.
• Training - The trend in interpretive training is toward funding by benefitting accounts, but funding for training at Albright
is doubling this year.
• "Ranger Futures" - The initiative affects
interpretive rangers as well as protection
rangers. It's evident that interpretive work
has been undervalued, and remedies may
be forthcoming.
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Denny Fenn concluded the panel presentation with a discussion of natural resource
management. He talked about a number of actions underway to implement recommendations contained in the National Academy of
Science report, including:
• Research legislation - The NPS is developing legislation authorizing research in
the NPS. The draft was sent to the field for
review and will be introduced in the 103rd
Congress.
• Funding - The Service will seek increased
science funding which will be based upon
an assessment of needs.
• Chief scientist - The NAS study recommends establishing a chief scientist in
WASO. The Service will begin by bringing in a visiting senior scientist to help implement other recommendations.
• Resource information system - A ten year
program is being developed to fund an improved inventory and monitoring program.

Mr. DeBonis
Jeff DeBonis, founder of the Association of
Forest Service Employees for Environmental
Ethics, spoke Saturday on "A New Resource
Management Vision of the Future."
DeBonis began by talking about the natural
camaraderie between AFSEEE and ANPR,
partly because ANPR helped him start AFSEEE, partly because we are the only two
land management agency associations trying
to change our agencies from within. The difference, though, it that AFSEEE has had a
more adversarial relationship with its agency,
which he said is in the midst of a "civil war."
He said that the new resource management
vision alluded to in the title of his speech had
two focuses - stewardship and sustainability and that it would take advocacy actions to get
them implemented.
The major conservation problem worldwide
is that we don't have sustainable societies.
Critical environmental threats face us in every
quarter and are getting worse. He said that it is
"absolutely critical" that we have functioning
ecosystems in order to survive and predicted
that the next generation will spend much of its
time restoring ecosystems that we're now
tearing apart. Ecosystem restoration, he said,
should therefore be part of the mission of both
the NPS and the Forest Service.
DeBonis argued that we only have about 40
more years in which to become a sustainable society; after that, we'll be in a downward spiral;
"Never in human history have we been as close
to the environmental brink as we are now."
Although the NPS should be the leader on
preservation of ecosystems since its our mandate, we have been ineffectual because of
politicization of the agency. The last dozen
years, he said, have seen unprecedented politicization of our respective agencies. He cited the
transfers of Lorraine Mitzmyer and John
Mumma as one example, and said that the fight
against political decisions in the Forest Service
was so bad that lower level USFS biologists
refer to themselves as "combat biologists."

DeBonis then talked about the appropriateness of professionals taking advocacy positions. Although some argue that employees
lose their professional neutrality by taking a
stand on issues, he argued that "if you're not
advocating, you're supporting the status quo."
As land management agency managers, he
said, "our allegiance is to the American public
- not blind obedience tot he bureaucracy."
Dissent has been confused with disloyalty, but
they are not the same. He said that our first
loyalty should be to the land, our second to
the public and the agency mission, and our
third to the bureaucracy.
DeBonis said that AFSEEE, which now has
about 11,000 members, including about five
percent of USFS employees, has employed
four approaches in its activities: expression of
opinion, support for whistleblowers, establishment of a structure with local chapters to maximize effectiveness, and public education (including Congress).
The next step, he said in conclusion, is to
bring all land management agency managers together in a single group - Public Employees for
Environmental Responsibility (PEER) - which
"will support the employees' right to meet the
public trust." (See "Business and Board Meetings" for discussion of ANPR affiliation).

Mr. Knowles
Associate Deputy Secretary of Interior Don
Knowles spoke on Monday on "Myths and
Realities of the Endangered Species Act:
Spotted Owls in the PNW."
After recounting the history of the development of the spotted owl plan, Knowles discussed the roles of science, policy and politics
in the plan's formulation.
Although many of us see science and scientific conclusions in black and white, he said,
the reality is that research findings are rarely
as definite as we might like them to be. That
was the case, he said, with the spotted owl.
The role of policy was complicated by conflicts built into existing statutes at both the
federal and state level. As for politics,
Knowles said that a president is elected on a
platform, which gives him a mandate to take
certain actions; in this case, it's been necessary to deal with conflicts between the need
for biodiversity and the need to retain jobs and
take heed of both.
He then listed some of the "myths" associated with the spotted owl issue:
• That we're about to cut the last old growth
trees - Knowles said that the timber cut is
way down and that much of the 7.6 million
acres recommended for protection is in park
and forest lands and therefore protected.
• That the Endangered Species Act is perfect
and shouldn't be amended - He said that
the act has mandatory provisions that managers have trouble dealing with and that
it's not always clear why they're more important than local communities. He added
that the "Wise Use" movement has succeeded in putting a "human face" on en15

dangered species issues.
• That we'll get the issue behind us - He
said that we'll always have to manage and
deal with these issues..
Knowles also said that we have to face
three realities - that jobs will be lost, that the
demand for wood is global and cuts in exports
would have a big impact on the economy, and
that we can't harvest timber at current rates
and still protect the spotted owl.
The parks provide significant spotted owl
habitat and we should continue efforts to
study and protect them. Overall, the Service
must improve its scientific credibility. At present, we have just over 100 scientists to study
resources spread over 80 million acres.
In conclusion, Knowles said that local land
management agency decisions have to be supported by local populations or they won't
work, and that it's necessary to find ways to
involve them in the decision-making process.
Rewards are as important as penalties. We
need to slow the rate of change to make the
situation more tolerable and we also need to
retrain people and find them new jobs.

Director Ridenour
Director James Ridenour spoke on Tuesday, just hours before the polls closed for the
Presidential election. He spoke briefly on a
number of topics, then held a fairly long question and answer session with members.
The Director began by offering words of
praise to the all-risk management team that responded to the Hurricane Andrew relief effort
in south Florida and the many NPS employees
who contributed to the relief effort and otherwise provided support to the park staffs. The
NPS might be a bureaucracy, he said, but it's
also a family, and this proved it.
Ridenour then talked about some of the
challenges which will face the NPS in coming
years, including expanding populations,
changing demographics, addition of new sites
without resources to manage them, and the
need to provide worldwide guidance on conservation management.
He said that the Bush administration had increased the Service's budget by over 75%
during his four years in the White House and
that the American public would look at his
first term as a "first step in winning back the
initiative for the National Park Service." The
Vail symposium and recommendations
demonstrate this truth.
Ridenour said that he supports a rental rate
cap which would be indexed to the Census
Bureau's national averages. He also said that
he favors requiring concessioners to build
housing, establishing a cap on rents for those
living outside the parks, and deferring capital
gains taxes during relocations. He said that the
Service would submit housing legislation to
Congress in 1993.
Ridenour said that he would also like to improve funding for resource management and
science in order to improve research and in
Continued on page 19
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Hurricane Andrew Day 71
Presentation by
Debbie Liggett,
Everglades
The employees and families of the south
Florida national parks would like you to know
that we are still here. That we lost one. We
got trashed, big time! We got beat severely
about the head and ears. We got kicked. We
did the best that we could. And today, it's
enough to just be here.
There are many stories to be told about this
event - this natural phenomenon. There is the
ICS all risk story; there is the so-called "victims-as-rescuers" story; there is the story of
the critical incident stress debriefing teams;
there is the story of the maintenance teams
and the story of the resource assessment
teams.
Today I would like you to hear the Hurricane Andrew story from a vantage point
somewhere near the middle - neither at the
top nor at the bottom - but from the middle of
the storm that was and from the middle of the
storm that still rages around us on Day 71.
On Saturday, August 22nd, most of us became aware at some point during the day that
there was a storm brewing in the Atlantic due
east of Miami. And, as Dick Ring has pointed
out to us, initial attack began but, unfortunately, we couldn't get the sucker controlled or
contained.
Late Saturday, the Everglades, Biscayne,
and Big Cypress hurricane plans were put into
effect. We moved to an ICS system. The
coastal areas of the parks were evacuated.
Under the provisions of the plans, the Everglades City folks go to Oasis in Big Cypress;
the Flamingo folks to the Pine Island; the Key
Largo folks go to Pine Island; and, in theory,
the Biscayne folks go to the Holiday Inn in
Homestead.
Jay and I have said that, true to form (and
you know by now, of course, that Flamingo
wasn't severely damaged) and in keeping with
the reputation of those of us who live at
Flamingo, we evacuated Flamingo into the eye
of the storm and into the middle of a forest...
We had talked to Dick during the afternoon
and he said that when Miami went to a hurricane watch we would go to a hurricane watch.
That happened at about 6:45 p.m. Park dispatchers began trying to call park employees
in. The hurricane watch stretched from the
Dry Tortugas to Titusville, and at that point
Deb Ligget is the district interpreter for
Everglade's Pine Island District. This article
contains the full text of her keynote speech to
the membership - one of the most impassioned, heartfelt presentations ever given at a
Rendezvous. Deb adds that it was "her privilege to say a public 'thank you' to the NPS
family on behalf of the employees of the South
Florida parks."
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we really thought that this storm would go
north of us. We went to Condition III in our
hurricane plan, which means that the backcountry is immediately closed. Plans were
made to fly the backcountry the following
morning. At 8:00 p.m., Dick made the decision to shut the park down. This is no easy
task. It meant that our major concessioner at
Flamingo was going to lose a Sunday of business. In the past, this has been the weak link
in our hurricane plan - when the superintendent decides to shut the place down. Dick
shut it down and let us do our job. To his and
Randy Jones' credit, they implemented the
ICS system and then they got out of our faces
and let us do our jobs.
We worked until midnight. We kept trying
to get people in, which was problematic on a
Saturday night. The old Nike missile bays at

Debbie Liggett.

Photo by Coston/Capra.

Everglades were readied for Biscayne's and
Everglades' boats and Flamingo lodge guests
were told to be out of the park by 8:00 a.m.
the following morning.
Sunday morning we came on at 6:00 a.m. It
was a beautiful day. I now remember, with regret, being out in Taylor Slough and reveling
in the fact that it was a beautiful day in my
park and I had the place all to myself. If I had
only known how important visitors are to the
landscape of a national park.
Biscayne boats started arriving. Wayne
Landrum had his guys shuttling countless
boats over. We started putting up the hurricane shutters parkwide, bagging computers,
pulling boats, moving anything loose that
could become a potential missile, concentrating on the coastal areas first and getting Pine
Island and the Research Center later.
Our goal was to release the Everglades'
employees by noon on Sunday so that they
could go home and take care of their families.
This worked pretty well for the majority of
our employees, and we had most of them out
of the park by 1:00 p.m. The early release
worked except for some particularly pigheaded, stubborn-assed maintenance foremen
who simply would not quit. It is the highest
compliment that I can pay them to say that we
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could barely wedge them out of the park.
They just wouldn't quit.
Wayne called from Biscayne and said that
the Holiday Inn was in the evacuation zone.
We said, "Come on over, Wayne. It's not
great, but we've got room on the floor."
The high pressure system to the north of us
which was causing this particular storm to be
of such danger to south Florida was stationary.
We kept waiting for the storm to slide north.
We weren't wishing it on anyone else; we
were just wishing that it wouldn't come to us.
Dick and Randy left the park at mid-afternoon, and it was, I thought, an odd moment.
They were loathe to leave, and yet it was imperative that they go home and take care of
their families. By the time Dick and Randy
left the park, we knew that Hurricane Andrew's intensity exceeded the Dade County
building standards. We talked to region that
day, we talked to Bill Halainen in WASO,
and we told them we thought we were going
to get it and we told them that we would try to
call them the following day on the cellular
phone as soon as we could get out.
Flamingo's Jay Liggett and Chuck Passek
closed Flamingo, took the flag down, and
made one final sweep up the main park road.
Wayne Landrum and his crew rolled in from
Biscayne with defensive gear and imprest
funds. I think they brought the OPF's over all the important things came with Wayne and
his crew.
We pulled people together - the 44 of us
who were going to spend the hurricane together at Pine Island.
By then, Andrew was a Category IV storm
with top windspeed of 145 mph; it was expected to increase to a Category V storm
when it crossed the Gulf Stream and picked
up that extra heat. We knew that it exceeded
our building standards. We also knew that we
had pre-Mission 66, Mission 66, and more recent modular bunkhouses in the park.
We made the decision to encourage park residents to move to one of three locations - the
dispatch center at park headquarters, the Pine
Island ranger station, or the supply building.
The Everglades City folks and the Big Cypress
folks were already hunkered down. Wayne
Landrum and his son, Verna Malloy and cat,
spent the hurricane with us at Pine Island.
Andrew by now was moving at a forward
rate of speed of about 15 mph, and that sucker
just kept coming west. We really felt that it
would go someplace else. As a matter of fact,
I've never seen a hurricane travel on a directly westward path, but that high pressure system held. The storm was forecast to hit at
high tide at the Miami Harbor entrance, and
those of us who had done stints in south Florida know that the most dangerous thing about
hurricanes (or so we have been told) was the
surge tide.
We hunkered down. We heard our last latlongs on the storm from NOAA about 3:00
a.m. The local hurricane station lost its ability
to transmit when it lost the satellite off its
roof. The power went out in Homestead and
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at Pine Island at about 4:30 a.m. We got a
radio message from Bob Panko in Homestead
and he said, "It is rockin' and rollin' in
Homestead.' And it was rockin' and rollin' at
Pine Island, too.
The eye of the storm passed over Homestead. Mike Soukup, our research director, said
that he looked out during the eye of the storm
and it reminded him of the slurry in an industrial washing machine. The eye never passed
over Pine Island/park headquarters at Everglades. It never passed over 152nd street.
Those areas were in the eye wall - the area
where the risk is highest. The gusts went to
165 mph and even now the engineers in Miami
are arguing about whether the wind speeds
peaked at 200 mph. It's really a moot point,
because no one's wind gauge held up. Days
after the storm, I found the anemometer from
the fire cache on the ground at Royal Palm visitor center. It had blown four air miles.
We know that this was a small, compact
storm - they say it was nothing more than a
tornado, 35 miles wide. It was a low rainfall
storm. We received less than six inches of
rain. And it was the third most powerful
storm to make landfall in North America in
the century, exceeded only by the 1935 Labor
Day storm and by Hurricane Camille in 1969.
Later we would hear from employees in
town who had park radios but were unable to
hit the repeater. They could hear us checking
on one another during the storm and they
knew everything would be ok.
Monday morning, when the winds died, we
began to poke around. Jay and I, Bob Howard
and the others at park headquarters, wandered
the flooded halls of the headquarters building.
About 50% of the hurricane shutters on the
building had held and we could begin to peek
out the windows.
I could see the main visitor center, and I
could see the doors were still intact on that
side of the building. I thought "good." Then I
looked more closely at the doors and I realized that the doors were intact, but that the
door knob had blown out of one and the core
had blown out of the other! As I moved
around that facility, I could see that it had literally blown up from the inside out with the
change in barometric pressure. Some reports
say the barometric pressure on the storm
dropped to an incredible 26.69 inches. [Twenty points lower than Hurricane Camille]
The most amazing thing in looking around
after the storm was what I called the
"scorched earth look." Virtually every leaf
had been stripped off every tree. It looked as
if someone had taken a blowtorch to the forest. If we weren't at the end of the world, we
could see it from there.
We were unable to get to Pine Island, which
is only a mile and a half from park headquarters because of downed trees. We would spend
the remainder of the day with a front-end
loader and a chainsaw getting the 44 park employees back together. At 10:00 a.m. we stood
out in the back parking lot with the cellular
phone and got through, first to Bill Halainen,

then to our regional office. We told them that
the 44 employees in the park were fine (understatement). We also told them that we had no
idea of the status of the remainder of the park
family. We asked for an overhead team, a law
enforcement special events team, and a special-skills maintenance team.
We called region again that afternoon and
talked some more. By that time, we had some
local radio news from places in Fort Lauderdale and elsewhere that had managed to
maintain power. There was no traffic control
in town; there were no street signs; the looting
had already begun. The local EMS system
was 1,000 ambulance calls behind. We
learned, later, about Tito Rohena, who had
been crashed by a falling concrete beam in his
home in Naranja Lakes. Tito's family took
him from ambulance to ambulance that day
and no one would take him because he was
already dead.
On Monday night, the first NPS employee
without a home wandered in the front gate
with nothing but the clothes on his back and
his track, which was substantially the worse
for wear. The continuing horror, perhaps, is
that they were our people and they were wandering in like wounded animals... and we
couldn't fix the problem. We could help, but
we couldn't fix it.
We had one radio channel and no phone
lines. We had no Biscayne repeater, no Big
Cypress repeater, no fire tactical. We had one
lousy channel. By next morning, Everglades
City was up and on line and we could talk on
that one channel to Darlene Koontz and Sandy
Dayhoff, who became our voices to the outside world for the next week. We spent Monday digging out and digging in. Through the
heroic efforts of our Flamingo water treatment
plant operator, we had a potable water supply.
The next day we started tracking down
park employees in town. We were hesitant to
put the information regarding the resources
that we had at park headquarters out over the
airways. We were fearful that anyone with a
scanner would hear and the looters would be
in to take our potable water supply and our
MRE's (meals-ready-to-eat).
Despite the parks' problems, employees
went right out to help the community. Within
a day, tracks started rolling - tracks with government license plates, with NPS logos on the
side - and we rolled them out the park boundary in the light of day, in front of God and the
GAO. And Rick Gale and Dick Ring say that
I should tell you we will do it again!
On Tuesday morning, Darlene radioed us
from Everglades City and told us that Rick
Gale and his all risk management team would
be there. And, just as the employees who had
heard us on the park radio, we, too, knew that
it would be ok. First we were hit with a hurricane; then, thank God, we were hit with Gale.
While I wouldn't exactly call him a knight
in shining armor, I would say that he led the
cavalry. Bill Pierce, Steve Holder, Bill Gabbert, and Marcia Blaszak rolled in there, and
they were our guys. They wore the grey and
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green. They were not the big green machine they were our people coming to our aid.
After their arrival, a briefing was conducted and a delegation of authority was made.
The mantle was passed to them. Big Cypress,
Everglades, and Biscayne would be operated
as a joint command. That night, everyone
hunted for a dry place to stay. Jay and I slept
for two weeks on my office floor. Rick and
some of his crew slept on the floor of the superintendent's conference room. Any place
that was dry was fine.
We knew that we were going to start rocking and rolling on Wednesday morning when
some poor, unsuspecting delivery track rolled
in to make a food delivery to the concessioner
at Flamingo. Blaszak bought the track! We
knew that there was life after MRE's. (Actually, just for GAO's benefit, we didn't buy the
track - we just bought the non-perishable
food items.)
Marcia told us that they had decided that we
weren't "weenies." You know, we grinned like
idiots. I want a sign that says "not a weenie."
And the people in the park had it good. One
of my employees spent the hurricane alone,
crouched in his bathroom. Dick Ring moved
his family from room to room and finally into
the van in his garage. Randy and Julie Jones,
five others and two dogs spent the hurricane
in and around their master bedroom closet.
Bob Doren, assistant research director, was
trapped in his van for three hours waiting for
his neighbors to rescue him. Tom and Becky
Rutledge's home on Adams Key was totally
destroyed. Verna Malloy, chief ranger's secretary at Biscayne, lost her trailer and everything in it.
VIP's Vic and Donna Morris lost the home
that Vic was bom in during the 1926 hurricane. Jim Jackson had been in Italy on reserve
training and returned to find Deb and the boys
camped in the front yard of their destroyed
home. Fisheries biologist Bill Loftus had just
moved his family into a new home on Memorial Day. His home was destroyed, he lost
60% of his extensive library, and he lost his
beloved fruit trees. John and Ann Blakely lost
a home full of treasured family antiques, and
John says that all they have left is "stuff."
The very first week after the hurricane, we
were trying to help people "dry-in" houses
and to move their goods into the one dry
room or dry garage in their house. On the Saturday night following the storm, in typical
south Florida rainy season fashion, we got a
storm that dumped three inches of rain on us.
People had moved things into the one dry
room they had only to have that roof collapse.
We tried to move one family that night to
Key Largo; the mom and kids were willing to
go, but Jim wouldn't go. As the rangers left,
he was counting .22 rounds. Their home had
been violated by the hurricane and they were
damned if what they had left would be violated by looters.
It was four or five days before I was able to
account for all my folks. It was ten days before we knew that all the Everglades, BisRANGER: WINTER 1992/93
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Discussing issues at the Southwest Region caucus.

cayne, and Big Cypress people were accounted for. Fred and Sandy Dayhoff lost their
trees, their airplants, and their tree snails.
Vivie Thue lost her big trees. Dr. Bill and
Betty Robertson lost the tropical hardwood
hammock they had been growing for thirty
years now.
Over 100 park employees lost their homes
totally; 78 others received major damage
which made their homes uninhabitable. As I
talked to the park employees as they came in, it
seemed like the National Park Service people
had been out their doors first on Monday
morning checking on their neighbors. Bob
Panko had his neighborhood organized and
hooked to a generator before we even saw a
generator in the park. Pat Laitner housed and
fed a dozen park employees. Pat Tolle had coffee on every morning for her neighborhood.
Casey and Sharon Cassbeer from FLETC
were the first to arrive on Thursday morning.
They had loaded up their Suburban and a
trailer full of everything from soap to can
openers and they rolled in the front gate. They
had even brought gasoline with them so they
could get back out of the disaster zone. The
supplies that they brought went out on the
street to park employees on that day.
I cannot begin to tell you how important it
was to have gray and green uniforms in town.
You should talk to the folks who wore those
uniforms in town to find out how important it
was. Rich Ahem, the Everglades park plumber,
said that the neighbors thought he was the superintendent when those trucks drove up and
they began to fix his roof. Rich was also the
one who coined the term "camping in," which
is what people have done for weeks.
Frankie Aranzamendi, who works for me,
said that there are three Customs guys who
live on his street... and only the National Park
RANGER: WINTER 1992/93
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Service came. Mattie Bynum, the janitor at
park headquarters - we found her late, wandering the streets in front of her house, and
she said, "My prayers have been answered."
Umberto Ramirez, the spouse of a temporary employee, showed up to work almost immediately. They had taken the last of their
money, and sent Evelyn - who was surely 91/2 months pregnant - to New York, where
the baby was bom during the hurricane. Donation dollars were used to send Umberto to
New York to see his new daughter.
Cards and letters started coming in from
you folks via the Everglades City pipeline,
and we knew that you had sat around terminals hungering for news from us. Madeline
Murgolo, Everglades park receptionist, had
tried, through the Red Cross, to get her son,
Jimmie, home from the military. The critical
incident stress debriefing team and the folks
in WASO got Jimmie home. Madeline said,
"Thank God for the National Park Service."
We were all pretty much okay as long as
you weren't nice to us! We all seemed to be
able to get ready. Somewhere in the second
week my boss weaseled up to me and tried to
be nice, and I said, "Bill, I can take anything...
but don't be nice to me." And he said, "Okay,
bitch." It was the kind of nice I needed.
Big Cypress was there first. They came
without us even asking and they turned their
entire park into a multi-million dollar ordering depot. We are convinced that Bill Wade
quietly and surreptitiously shut down Shenandoah National Park and sent his people to us.
At Mammoth Cave we believe they have only
cleaned restrooms since the beginning of the
incident because their skilled maintenance
people have been with us. The Cape Hatteras
historic rehab crew is, right now, on its third
21-day tour in south Florida. The folks of
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Delaware Water Gap came, out of personal
loyalty to Dick Ring. From the Gates of the
Arctic to Saguaro to NCR, you came.
As of last week, the Hurricane Andrew Relief Fund totalled more than $175,000. We are
staggered and overwhelmed. There have been
donations from virtually every unit in the National Park System, from park concessioners,
cooperating associations, and from friends of
the National Park Service.
There have been some lighter moments.
There's the story about the lady who walked
out in her front yard after the hurricane and
looked at the tree in her front yard and it was
stripped of leaves... but full of underwear.
During the storm, things escaped. There was a
primatological research station just east of
Everglades National Park with monkeys, baboons, and orangatangs. Beryl Given, our cooperating association executive director,
thought that she was suffering from post-traumatic stress syndrome when she saw two
bare-bottomed baboons strolling down the
road holding hands outside the park entrance.
Everglades National Park will be the first national park in the system with a Monkey
Management Plan.
Sometimes we laugh because otherwise we
would cry. Most of our humor is centered
around "they just don't get it." I finally spoke
to my mother after the storm. You all know
her. She's about 75 and visits your park and
tells you about me. One of the things that she
asked me was did I lose anything at the dry
cleaners? I think that she had realized that we
didn't have a dry cleaners.
There are some people - even some of our
own - who just haven't gotten the word that
we had a hurricane. No sooner did we have our
cc:Mail up and on line in mid-September when
we received a transmission that said our July
public use stats were off. We wanted to send a
note back: "If you think the July stats are off,
wait until you see August and September!"
People outside the park are dealing with
FEMA - the Federal Emergency Management Agency. There's a story going around
about two gorillas that had escaped and when
they finally caught up with them, they were
already working for FEMA. And there's the
new version of the old saw: How do you
know when your insurance adjuster is lying?
When he's moving his lips. The black humor
is old Vietnam-style humor: What can they
do? Hit us with another hurricane?
We now know that the initial attack was
easy; it is the mop-up that may kill us. The
storm still engulfs us now on Day 71. We
think it will engulf us for many months yet to
come. People are still living in a disaster
zone. There is still a curfew - the longest curfew in the history of peacetime America. People are living in homes that are barely habitable. They are receiving insurance payments
that will neither restore their homes nor pay
their mortgages off. They are dealing with
contractors. There aren't enough contractors
in the world tofixthe houses in south Dade.
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Rich Ahem, the park plumber, got a message to go home a couple of weeks ago. With
no phones in town, I don't know how the
message got through. When he got home
there was a bulldozer in his front yard. The
bulldozer operator had the right house number, because it was painted in spray paint on
Rich's house, but he had the wrong street.
The city of Homestead, after weeks of running the main post office in three lines - one
line to mail things, one line to buy stamps,
and a third line to post packages - decided
that they would restore home delivery. In
order to restore home delivery you first need
to restore the quarter-million mailboxes that
are missing.
Park operations is like that. It is not just the
facilities; it is road signs, it is navigational
aids, it is dumpsters, and, most important, it is
psychologically whole people. We sometimes
worry that we don't have the mental energy to
lead ourselves out of a paper bag, let alone
lead a group of people of the hurricane.
We yearn for normal, and yet we know it
will never be normal again. It is incumbent on
us to make a new normal. In the spirit of the
new normal, I cleaned out my in-box. In the
new normal, there are some things that I will
never have to deal with again.
We are under intense scrutiny. Managers
and supervisors at my level are concerned that
the review process and accounting for every
god damn bean spent will take the best effort
that this agency has ever undertaken in the
people business and make it, by implication,
something dirty. It's the best thing you have
ever done.
We worry that risks taken by managers
under extraordinary situations will be pun-

ished, not rewarded. The bean-counters have
never been in a disaster. We are confident that
we can fix broken facilities. We are not as
confident about fixing lives.
The real cost is who will stay with the
agency and who will go? Whose personal relationships will survive the incredible stress
of this event? The storm has magnified all
events. We are different. We are not visibly
different; we are not better people or worse well, maybe a little worse for wear - but we
are different.
We know what the priorities are - people
and family. We know who the heroes are. The
know that green blood is thicker than water.
And we thank you.

Correction
The photo which appeared in the board reports section of the summer '92 issue of
Ranger incorrectly identified SCA Vice President Scott Weaver as SCA President Scott
Izzo. Our apologies to both Scotts.
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Presentations continuedfrompage 15
ventory and monitoring. Legislation will be
introduced to mandate research in the NPS.
During the question and answer period, the
Director replied to questions on several topics.
He was asked about the development of an
NPS legislative initiative, and said that the
Service will have a legislative package for the
103rd Congress which will focus on implementing the Vail agenda. He also noted that
it's taken him three years to get a legislative
package so that the NPS won't have to react
to Congress; the delay, he said, occurred partly because the "executive branch has forgotten how to be executive."
Regarding the Service's current financial
straits, Ridenour said that the "budget pie" is
not going to get bigger, so we will have to
make "tough, common sense choices" about
priorities. He suggested that we may have to
close facilities; although he didn't favor closing parks, he said we ought to work to keep
more from being added.
"There's no doubt in my mind that the
biggest threat to the National Park System is
the addition of parks not worthy of the status," he said to loud applause. Some of these
so-called "park barrel" areas are thinly disguised local economic development projects,
without "one damn bit of significance." The
integrity of the system is being threatened by
"selfish economic interests."
When asked if he would consider redistributing resources to mitigate economic hardships at the field level, he said that he would,
but that the agency wasn't "over-resourced"
anywhere, so his first objective would be to
"stop the bleeding."
Ridenour said that a "landmark" change
which has occurred over the past four years is
the "dramatic" change in our relationship with
concessioners. The associated increase in revenues will make a major difference in the
funding of park operations. Ridenour said that
he will seek authority to use concession-generated revenues on trails, housing and other
non-concession-related park projects, and that
he wants the money to supplement base funding rather than offset it.
Ridenour closed by saying that this might
be his last chance to speak with us because of
the possible outcome of the impending election, and that he wanted us to know that we
were a "fine group of people" with an outstanding attitude.
"I want to pat you on the back," he said.
"You put a lot of heart, courage, tears and
sweat into the work that you do."
He received a standing ovation from the
membership.
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Awards and
Acknowledgements
Stephen Mather Award
Bill Chandler of the National Parks and
Conservation Association presented the
Stephen Mather Award this year to Bill
Wade, superintendent of Shenandoah and
vice president of ANPR.
The award, which is sponsored jointly by
NPCA and Faultless Starch-Bon Ami, goes to
a person who's displayed courage and diligence in the protection of national parks and
has "risked his or her neck" in that effort.
Chandler said that Wade had received the
award for two reasons - his efforts to restore
air quality over the park and his initiation of a
related-lands study. He said that Wade's challenge to the state of Virginia over air quality
showed outstanding courage, and added that
the reprimand he received from the Department for his efforts constituted "one of our
outstanding criteria" for the award - a comment which won strong applause from the audience.
Bill Wade received a prolonged and rousing standing ovation as he walked to the podium. He said that many people deserve recognition for helping him in the battles he led particularly the Southern Environmental Law
Center, the Shenandoah Coalition and NPCA
- but gave much of the credit to "the best
damn staff in the NPS" and to Rick Smith and
Karen Wade for their inspiration.
He then told a story which he said illustrates the role NPS managers should take regarding serious issues. An acquaintance of his
visited a center that trained seeing eye dogs to
look at their training practices. He found that
they only washed out two types of dogs those that were never obedient and those that
were always obedient. The people who run
the schools train the dogs for selective disobedience; that is, they're to follow their master's
instructions unless it would be more beneficial to the master to disobey
"We need to be the seeing eye dogs of the
National Park Service," he said, "and be selectively disobedient when it comes to compromising the Service's mission."
Chandler said that the field was one of the
strongest that they'd seen since the award was
first given in 1984, but added that still more
nominees are needed. He encouraged listeners
to provide NPCA with the names of any people who might qualify for the award.

Super Raffle
The super raffle was won this year by Jeff
Ohlfs of Joshua Tree, who, appropriately
enough, has been Rendezvous information
coordinator for Ranger for the past few years.
Jeff won a choice of one of several five to 15
day trips to Latin or South America, worth up
to $5,000, or $2,000 in cash. He also won the
$100 award that goes to the person who sells
the winning ticket, having sold it to himself;
RANGER: WINTER 1992/93

Bill Wade receives Mather Award from Bill Chandler of NPCA (top). Dancing to the band on the
last night of the Rendezvous (bottom).
Photos by Jim Capra/Rhonda Coston.

Jeff contributed the $100 to the 20-year retirement account.
Mike and Pat Denisowitz came in second
and won a choice of several ski trips for two
in several Western locations, worth up to
$2,500, or $1,000 in cash. Dean Crabs, a special agent for BLM in Anchorage, won the
third place prize of $750.
Overall, members sold 3,449 tickets and
raised $17,245. Rick Gale (308) Dale Thompson (206) and Karen Wade (95) came in first,
second and third in sales and netted a total of
$450 in awards for doing so; all three contributed the proceeds to either seasonal memberships or the 20-year retirement account.
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Events
Traditionally, there are three competitive
events at each Rendezvous - a pistol match, a
fun run, and a golf tournament. All three were
run again this year.
The pistol match was held at the Spokane
police range. Cindy Crowle, shooting a .357
S&W,finishedfirston the PPC with a 295; Jim
Capra and Kurt Topham, also shooting .357s,
came in second and third at 293 and 292.
Allison Robb was the top female finisher in
the fun run; Sean McGinnis was the top male
finisher. Since the event was on Halloween,
there was a category for the best costumed
runner. Nobody wore one, but the award went
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Rocky Mountain Outfitters
Packs, day packs, and fanny packs
Life Assist, Inc.
EMS and rescue equipment and supplies
HSN/MISTTX
Reservation systems and services
Winsor
Interpretive panels on porcelain enamel
Sierra Oaks Publishing
Children's books about American Indian
history and culture
R&R Uniforms
NPS uniform supplier
Hawill's, Ltd.
Search and rescue equipment
Naturist Action Committee
Lobbyist for user group fees - policy tax
proposal for new NPS revenues
Whelen Engineering
Strobe and halogen rotating beacons, light
bars and sirens

Thank Yous
The boat trip at Coulee Dam (above) and the pistol shoot (below). Top photo by John Kempisty;
bottom by Rhonda Coston.

to Gary Moses by default because of the "little guy in the dog suit" who ran along with
him.
Awards were given out for the golf tournament, but were not available at press time.

Exhibitors
The big exhibit hall at the Rendezvous was
filled with displays put up by a dozen companies and was well visited by members from
both associations. The excellent receptions
hosted by R&R Uniforms and Dihatsu of
America helped draw people in, and our
thanks goes to both companies for sponsoring
them. R&R and Hawill's also received

awards from ANPR for their many years of
support of the Rendezvous and the Association.
The following 11 companies had exhibits
aimed at ANPR members (another 12 came
for ANPME) and paid $5,100 in exhibitor
fees to the Association. If you get the chance,
say thanks to their representatives, or, even
better, send a little business in their direction:
Carsonite International
Flexible signing for roads, trails and
OHVs
Mustang Survival
Personal flotation devices, including float
coats, suits and vests
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As always, it takes a lot of people and a lot
of volunteer time to put on a good Rendezvous. The Association extends its thanks
to the following folks from both ANPR and
ANPME. If you know of anyone we inadvertently overlooked, please pass their name(s)
along:
Site Coordinator
Kathy Jope
Program Coordinator
Maureen Finnerty
Registration
Kathy Loux (overall coordinator), Mark
Tanaka-Sanders, Diane Moses, Jeff Karraker, Nancy Wizner, Sue Halverson, Beth
Dilley, Karen Taylor-Goodrich, Gil
Goodrich, Sherry Dotson, George Phillips,
Pat Gradiagin, Lynne Dubiel, Patty Goodwin, Ed Rizzotto, Eileen Salenik
Overall Assistance
George Bowen
Boat trip, taste-testing and much more
Karen Taylor-Goodrich and the staff of
Coulee Dam
Logo and T-shirts
Keith Hoofnagle
Fun Run
Bruce Edmonston
Slug Run
Jack Roberts
Golf Tournament
Dean Glenn
Pistol Match
Mike Blankenship and Karen TaylorGoodrich
Beverages
Jeff Harsha and Marc Harvey
Band
Jeff Bohman
Raffle
Barb Maynes
Photography
Rhonda and Jim Capra, Wendy Lauritzen,
and Gail Purifoy
Continued on page 27
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Workshops
The Vail Agenda:
Rocky Mountain's Response
"Change would take place more rapidly if
the NPS was more focused, if the Park Service was sure of the seven plays needed to
win the game," said workshop leader and
Rocky Mountain Regional Director Bob
Baker, alluding to the principles of legendary
Green Bay Packers coach Vince Lombardi
Employing a combination of metaphor, insight, humor, bombast and good old-fashioned
revivalism, Bob led a lively, ninety-minute
long workshop detailing Rocky Mountain Region's efforts to implement the Vail agenda
and renew and improve operations throughout
the region. He concentrated on what Vail was
and has become, why there has not been more
action to date, what is going on in his region,
and what we can do to foster change.
Vail, he said, was and is an opportunity to
put into effect much-needed change in the
NPS. In order to bring it about, however, we
have to go through levels of response to
change - bargaining, denial, anger, depression, and, finally, acceptance. Bob gave numerous comical examples of all of these emotions and showed how each of the first four
have stymied change throughout the Service.
He also talked about the need for the Service to focus on what is truly important. Every
park, division, district, work group and individual in the Service must have a sense of
those things which are the basis for our existence as an agency. With this in mind, Bob
explained Lombardi's football (and life) philosophy, which shunned gimmicks and sophisticated plays in favor of seven essential
plays. If executed flawlessly, those seven
plays would result in victory. As any football
fan will tell you, Lombardi turned continual
loser Green Bay into a decade-long football
dynasty and won two Superbowl championships by never wavering from his sevenplay philosophy.
To that end, a program to develop a central
vision for Rocky Mountain Region was implemented which simply and succinctly embodies what is most important to the region
and which should be used elsewhere:

and visitor and public use. Bob distributed the
region's five-year plan, which employs these
simple elements to direct the region for the
next five years.
Bob gave an impressive example of what
can be achieved when there is focus in a large
organization. A questionnaire on 200 RMRO
activities was compiled and sent to the field
asking which of those functions was necessary.
Field replies indicated that there were 25 functions that were not needed. All were eliminated, and the $425,000 saved was returned back
to the parks from the regional assessment.
The workshop concluded with a call from
Bob for people to employ the same process
that Rocky Mountain Region used to foster
the changes detailed in the Vail agenda.
Jim McKay
Statue of Liberty

The NPS and Public Relations
John Hough, the senior vice president for
corporate relations at the Rockey Company,
talked about the need for an effective NPS
public relations program, interspersing his
presentation with personal experiences from
the time he spent as press secretary for Governor, then Secretary of Interior, Cecil Andrus.
He began with the premise that talking with
the media is the business and responsibility of
public employees. Good publicrelationsare not
just magic, he said, but begin with good policy
and practice and stem from effective planning.
The planning process, in fact, is the most important part of a public relations program.
It is critical that we have at least a working
knowledge of the media - who they are, what
they need, and how they work. Bad press results in part from lack of understanding, in
part from stupidity, and in part from the luck

of the draw. There are wide differences in the
needs of radio, television, and print media,
and in the needs of the daily beat writer, the
editorial page writer, and the feature writer.
All variables must be built into your public relations plans.
John discussed some of the differences in
dealing with various media types, the difference between proactive and reactive media
contacts, and the varying approaches required
in dealing with small, local, media contacts
and the major media centers. He emphasized
the importance of respecting the need for
meeting deadlines, returning phone calls, and,
above all, dealing honestly and respectfully
with the media.
He then shared a list of ten simple ideas, all
drawn from personal experience, to use as a
checklist in media contacts:
• Understand the media and respond to their
needs.
• Help the media understand your unit and the
NPS.
• Remember that media are a two-way street
for communications.
• Retain your sense of humor.
• Never lie.
• Don't feel that you have to say anything
when in a difficult situation, but remember
that it's important how you don't say it.
• Take your time - spontaneity can hurt you,
especially in a crisis situation.
• Don't overreact to negative publicity - but
keep in mind that a thoughtful, well-written
letter to the editor can be effective when
warranted.
• Get to know key writers and reporters.
• Work to get the coverage you deserve.
Pat Tolle
Everglades

• Determine your vision and what is essential
to your job; in short, your seven plays.
• Determine the obstacles to implementing
your vision.
• Identify who must overcome what obstacles
- name names, make the individuals the
"owners" of those obstacles.
• Determine what the owners of the obstacles
are going to do to eliminate them.
Rocky Mountain Region determined that its
reason for being was to preserve and share
America's heritage, and that there were three
fundamental elements which contribute to
their success or failure in meeting this mission
- human resources, resource management,
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Gordon Miller, chairperson of the International Ranger Federation. Photo by Jim Capra/Rhonda
Coston.
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Retirement, Taxes and the IRS
It was standing room only as over 80 people packed into a small conference room to
hear Frank and Kathy Belts speak on retirement , taxes and the IRS.
Kathy started the workshop by explaining
the various ways in which you can save on
your taxes. She showed the various benefits
and deductions that can be made to help keep
your taxes as low as possible. One of the most
important points was that you can lower your
tax burden by a substantial amount by contributing the maximum amount to the thrift
savings program through CSRS or FERS and
by employing IRA's.
She pointed out that many people have too
much money withheld, and end up with large
refunds. She said that it's better not to have as
much withheld, but to collect it and put it to
work throughout the year instead of letting
Uncle Sam have it.
Frank started his portion of the workshop
with a discussion of the thrift savings plan. He
said that the plan was the best thing going for
saving money and lowering taxes, and
stressed that every government employee
should be contributing to it. He was surprised
and shocked when he checked with one large
national park and found that over a third of the
employees were not contributing to thrift savings plans. Frank pointed out that the plan is
of particular benefit because it lowers your
taxable income, the interest is deferred, and
you can build up a tremendous amount of
money over time. He showed an example in
which contributions to thrift savings over 30
years could yield a final amount of $486,000
in savings.
Frank said that the C fund for thrift savings
is the best investment over the long haul. Although it's more volatile, you should "close
your eyes, put the money into the C fund,
swallow hard, and don't take it out." In 1990
and 1991, the fund yielded 30% returns; although 1992 was not a good year, the C fund
is still best over a long period. He suggested
that you might want to transfer the money
back to the more conservative G fund during
your last four to five years before retirement.
Another little known program for CSRS
employees is the voluntary contributions plan.
CSRS employees can invest up to 10% of
their lifetime federal savings in it. The rates
are set each year, and generally urn between
8% and 10%. Taxes on the interest are deferred until retirement or until workers voluntarily withdraw their contributions. Frank will
write about this plan in a future issue of
Ranger.
The last portion of the workshop covered
taking care of the ones you leave behind.
Frank stated that the "baby boomer" generation will be inheriting between eight and ten
trillion dollars over the next decade and a half,
and that it is imperative to talk to your family
- both parents and spouses - concerning the
inevitable. Wills and/or trusts should be set
up, and your spouse (or former spouse) should

know where your important papers can be
found. Leave a "road map" for the one left behind. Give one of your children signature authority on your checking account. Keep an
extra safety deposit box key.
The Betts suggested two books that are
worth reading about these matters - Investing
for the Future by Paul Merriman, and Living
Trusts by Henry Abts III.
Rick Mossman
Wrangell-St. Elias

All-Risk Management
The presentation was in the form of a panel
discussion. Participants were Type I team
member Bill Pierce, who served as moderator;
John Cook, regional director for Southwest
Region; Mike Edrington, forest supervisor on
the Mt. Hood National Forest; and Jim Stump,
from BLM Fire and Aviation.
Pierce began by explaining that the goal for
the session would be to communicate and
share ideas about the ways in which different
land management agencies are employing allrisk management.
Jim Stump told the assembled group that
the BLM state director in each state has the
authority to implement all-risk incident management, which is most commonly used to
manage hazardous materials that have been
spilled or dumped on BLM land. Stump also
explained that BLM was the agency with primary responsibility for staffing and managing
the national coordination center in Boise.
Mike Edrington said that the Forest Service
is using all-risk management for law enforcement, hazardous material spills, and search
and rescue, and added that it is being used at a
variety of locations in the United States but
not at the national level. The Forest Service is
responsible for coordination and cooperation
with state land management entities and is introducing all-risk management to them at a
number of locations.
John Cook said that he requires that ICS be
used for a variety of situations in his region,
not just emergencies. Southwest Region has
employed ICS techniques on complicated resource management problems and on technical reports that have challenged the region.
John also said that he requires all division
chiefs to attend ICS training.
• During the ensuing question and answer
session, the following points were discussed:
• All-risk business management must be initiated and implemented. The directives and
policies used for fire business management
do not apply to many of the situations encountered in all-risk incidents.
• Problems with backfill and finding a means
to pay employees working on other than fire
incidents must be resolved. This will have to
be done at the national level.
• It was suggested that seasonals be involved
in the training, certification and qualification
process, since the large number of seasonals
in the work force in the NPS are currently
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being excluded from the process.
• It was explained that an agency administrator does not lose control of his or her area
when an all-risk team arrives to assist on an
incident. The team works for the agency administrator and his or her staff.
• Another NPS Type I all-risk team will be organized in the near future. Each region has
committed to establishing at least one Type
II all-risk team.
• Individuals were advised to make training
needs known for their zone dispatch center
in order to get the assignments needed for
higher certification and/or qualification in
the incident command system.
Bryan Swift
Lassen Volcanic

Seasonal Issues
Dan Abbe, Roger Rudolph, and Matt Spelsberg of Olympic and Tom Cherry from
FLETC led the seasonal issues session.
Olympic National Park established a seasonal council in the summer of 1991 in an effort to improve communications throughout
the park and involve seasonal employees in
park management. The Olympic council was
patterned in part on a similar program run in
Shenandoah National Park.
Seasonal representatives from each district
meet five to six times each summer with the
assistant superintendent to express their concerns and work with management on solutions. Issues such as housing, training and hiring appointments are explored. Some can be
solved on the spot; others require a longer effort to come to mutual agreement. The council
was designed to allow seasonals direct access
to park management, not to circumvent the
chain of command. After two summers of participation on the council, seasonals are reporting improvement in morale. More rangers are
also being retained.
Tom Cherry continues his efforts to improve the seasonal application form and the
process for applying for seasonal jobs. Seasonals are encouraged to contact Tom directly
with any ideas they might have.
Will Morris
NCRO

Fostering A Land Ethic
Cleve Pinnix, Washington state parks director, focused this workshop on the importance
of fostering a better understanding, respect
for, and appreciation of the goals of neighboring resource agencies.
All agencies have a responsibility to provide the public with accurate information
upon which an informed public can make
choices about what it wants and expects from
resource managers. Society has expectations
for ethical stewardship of public/private lands
that are not being met. In helping the public
evaluate good and bad performance on these
lands, managers have a responsibility to learn
Continued on page 25
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All in the Family
All submissions must be either typed or
printed and should include the author's return
address and/or phone number. Send to: Editor,
Ranger, 640 North Harrison Street, Arlington,
VA 22205. If you are moving and also changing your address, please include past and present addresses. These will be forwarded to the
business manager, who maintains the list of
current addresses.
Joan Anzebno, formerly the public affairs officer at Yellowstone, has moved to Boise,
Idaho, where she now works for BLM as the
chief of external affairs for the director of
the Boise Interagency Fire Center. Although
Joan left the NPS after 16 years with the
agency, she is "looking forward to working
closely with the National Park Service in her
new position and staying in touch with NPS
friends." She can be reached at BIFC, 3905
Vista Avenue, Boise, ID 83705 (208/3892512).
Fred Armstrong, who was the GS-9 chief of
interpretation and resource management at
Knife River Indian Villages, is now the GS11 resource management specialist at
Guadalupe Mountains.
Michael Baldree has transferred from Golden
Gate, where he was a GS-5 interpretive
ranger, to Guadalupe Mountains, where he's
now a GS-7 interpretive ranger.
Ann BaUou has returned to the NPS as a GS5 ranger at Guadalupe Mountains after a
break in service.
Jim Basinger has transferred from Guadalupe
Mountains, where he was a GS-7 ranger, to
Knife River Indian Villages, where he is
now the GS-7 resource management specialist.
Bob Gerhard has moved from Alaska Regional Office, where he was the subsistence
manager, to Northwest Alaska Areas, where
he is now the superintendent of Cape
Krusenstern, Kobuk Valley and Noatak. His
address: P.O. Box 815, Kotzebue, AK
99752.
Roy Given (APIS '77-'80, ZION '80-'89,
BIBE '89-'92) and his wife Ellen DeMille
Given (ZION '66-'84) recently transferred
from Big Bend, where he was the GS-9/11
assistant chief naturalist, to Upper Delaware,
where he's the GS-11 chief of interpretation.
Roy's office is in the historic Zane Grey
home along the banks of the Delaware. Ellen
stays busy riding herd on two young girls.
The Givens recently bought a new home and
can be reached at RR#1, Box 1247, Beach
Lake, PA 18405 (717/729-7100).
Alexandra M. Guier is now a GS-5 at
Hopewell Furnace. She transferred there
from her GS-5 positions at Statue of Liberty/Ellis Island earlier this year. Her name
was misspelled as "Alexander" in the spring,
1992, Ranger. We sincerely regret the error.
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Pete Howard, who was a trails foreman at
Grand Canyon, has moved to Guadalupe
Mountains, where he's the park's roads and
trails foreman.
Barbara W. Justice (FOMC '89-'91, CACA
'91-present) has been promoted from GS-4
seasonal interpretive ranger at Carlsbad Caverns to GS-5 permanent interpretive ranger
at the same park. BUI Justice (CHOH '73'78, FOMC '78-'89, CACA '90-present) has
been promoted from GS-7 supervisory
ranger to GS-9 supervisory ranger at Carlsbad Caverns. Bill is taking a newly created
position - district interpreter for the park's
Desert District. They can be reached at 12
Permian Drive, Carlsbad, NM 88220.
Mark and Kathy Lewis (GUIS, INDE,
WHIS, EVER) transferred from Everglades
just before Hurricane Andrew blew through
and are now at Gulf Island. Mark was the
law enforcement specialist at Everglades and
Kathy was a receptionist/information specialist. Mark and Kathy wish to thank all
their friends for their special thoughts and
concerns and pass on that they should be
selling their house in Homestead in a few
days and finally settling down in Ocean
Springs. Their new address: 3500 Park
Road, Ocean Springs, MS 39564.
Richard McCamant, formerly the GS-11
chief of interpretation at Buffalo, now holds
the same position at Guadalupe Mountains.
Karin (Yost) Messaros (DEWA '86-'92) has
moved from her various positions at
Delaware Water Gap to a position as GS-5/7
supervisory dispatcher at Steamtown. Dan
Messaros (HEHO '86, DEWA '87-'92),
who was a GS-7 ranger at Delaware Water
Gap, is now a GS-7/9 supervisory park
ranger at Steamtown. Their new address is
793 Thornhurst Road, Gouldsboro, PA
18424.
Scott "Scooter" Metcalfe, who is a technical
climbing ranger at Long's Peak in Rocky
Mountain, recently completed the Gatorade
Ironman Triathlon in Kona, Hawaii. His
final time in the 140.6 mile swimming/biking/running event was 12 hours, 38 minutes.
Scott's accomplishment is all the more remarkable because of the injuries he received
last year - a broken neck while ski patrolling
last January, and a torn medial meniscus,
three-quarters of which was removed in
surgery last March.
Mike Murray (YELL, EVER, YOSE, NERI,
SEKI) formerly a GS-11 district ranger at
Kings Canyon, is now the GS-12/13 assistant chief ranger at Yellowstone. His new
address: P.O. Box 534, Yellowstone, WY
82190.
Monte Myers (MEVE, GLCA, LAME,
YELL) has accepted a permanent GS-5 law
enforcement ranger position at Jefferson National Expansion. His new address: Jefferson
NEM, 11 North 4th Street, St. Louis, MO
63102.
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John Mitchell has transferred from Martin
Van Buren, where he was a GS-5 museum
technician, to Guadalupe Mountains, where
he is a GS-7 park interpreter (museum technician).
Joel Ossoff (MORA, EVER, BISO, CAHA,
GRSM, CACO) has transferred from Cape
Cod, where he was the GS-9 assistant district ranger in the park's North District, to
Great Smokies, where he is the GS-9 subdistrict ranger in Oconaluftee. His new address
and phone number: 24 Park Circle, Cherokee, NC 28719 (704/497-7775).
Willis Ed Reynolds is the new GS-11 facility
manager at Guadalupe Mountains. He transferred there from Bryce Canyon, where he
was a roads and trails foreman.
Patty, Thorn and Sierra Shafer (BIBE '82,
GATE '83-'84, GRSM '84, CAHA '86-'90,
ROMO '90-present) are now home owners
and reside at 2040 Monida Court, Longs
Peak Route, Estes Park, CO 80517. Patty recently accepted a position as GS-7 area
ranger at Fall River after spending one season as a seasonal GS-5 patrol ranger (1990)
and another as a seasonal GS-6 patrol supervisor (1991) in the same area.
Pat Toops (SHEN, CRLA, EVER, GUIS,
BUFF, NATR, LABE) has transferred to
C&O Canal, where he's the GS-12 chief of
natural resource management. Prior to this
assignment, Pat was the GS-11 chief of resource management at Lava Beds. He can be
reached at C&O Canal NHP, P.O. Box 4,
Sharpsburg, MD 21782.
Rob Yates (YELL ' 7 0 - ' 7 3 , EVER '74,
SHEN '75-'76, CACO '77, BICY '78-'82,
SHEN '82-'92) has moved from Shenandoah, where he was the district ranger in
Central District, to Acadia, where he is the
district ranger for the East District. Rob,
Mary Jo and Michael's new address is HCR
33, Box 445, Manset, ME 04656 (207/2443030).
Obituaries
David O. Karraker, superintendent of Horace Albright Employee Development Center,
died on October 14, 1992. He was 64 years
old.
Dave's career in the National Park Service
spanned four decades. His assignments included positions at Everglades, Olympic, Virgin Islands and Yosemite. He was also superintendent of the Mather Employee Development Center at Harpers Ferry, West Virginia.
He transferred to the superintendency at Albright in 1980, where he remained until his
death. He is the only National Park Service
employee to have served as superintendent of
both employee development centers.
Dave was a natural communicator and
spent his entire career sharing the wonders of
national parks with visitors and employees.
His vast knowledge of the natural world, especially birds, was his passion. He used wit and
humor at every opportunity to encourage oth-
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Director Mott and Bill Orr with seasonal ranger class at Santa Rosa in December, 1986.

ens to care about parks and to become better
employees.
Dave is survived by his family and all his
friends in the national parks. Memorial contributions can be made to the Dave Karraker
Scholarship Fund in care of Marianne Karraker, P.O. Box 164, Grand Canyon, AZ 86023,
or Albright EDC, P.O. Box 477, Grand
Canyon, AZ 86023.
William Penn Mott, Jr. will be sorely
missed, not only by the National Park Service
but also by the entire conservation community. He was widely known for his work at national and international levels, but few people
know of his involvement at the "grass roots"
level as well.
Director Mott understood and appreciated
the position of the seasonal park ranger as the
vanguard of the "thin green line." He was
concerned that rangers received the finest
training possible to prepare them for protecting the national parks and monuments and the
people who visit them.
He visited the ranger academy at Santa
Rosa Training Center on several occasions
and took a personal interest in the ranger
cadets and their curriculum. On his first visit
to the academy in 1986, he accepted our invitation to be the graduation speaker.
Following the ceremony, during which he
presented all the individual awards for the
highest grades in particular endeavors, such as
report writing, firearms and driving, he turned
to me and said that we should have one more
award - for the outstanding student in each
class. "All the scores in each category should
be averaged," he said, "and the student with
the highest total will be the outstanding stu-

dent." Mr. Mott asked the people at Harpers
Ferry to design the award, and one has been
presented to the outstanding student in each
class ever since. It is called the Director's
Award.
The seasonal park rangers who had the opportunity to meet and hear Director Mott were
truly inspired by him; those who didn't
nonetheless benefitted from his deep personal
concern for their success as protectors of the
parks. He was a great guy and a conservationist par excellence.
Bill Orr
Santa Rosa Academy

Workshops continued
about each other, differentiate between propaganda and honest efforts, and not generalize
about what others are doing.
Agencies need to think positively about the
opportunity to gain public support for good
stewardship practices, regardless of ownership,
and to foster the resultant land ethic necessary
for protection of the nation's land asset base.
Karen Wade
Wrangell-St. Elias

leadership role on park issues worldwide and
emphasized the need for us to regain the initiative in this area.
Howard followed with a discussion of the
cooperative efforts we are making on resource
issues with Mexico. Since the signing of a cooperative agreement in 1988, the NPS has
been working with the Mexican park authority
on training programs and a number of projects, such as the effort to forge links between
Big Bend and a Mexican park just across the
border. He stressed that the Mexicans have a
very positive attitude toward developing their
parks, and that they are looking for guidance,
not money.
Rick spoke about Southwest Region's commitment to helping other countries and learning from them, thereby strengthening our understanding of world conservation problems.
The region has sent its head of Native American programs to Australia, where the government is turning parks over to natives, and to
Russia, where natives are making claims for
ancestral lands. Two other employees went to
India, the regional director went to Saudi Arabia and Austria, and Smith himself has been
in Honduras, Sierra Leone, the Gallapegos
and Costa Rica along with others.
Rick spoke with particular passion about
the extremely difficult situations rangers in
Costa Rica face on a daily basis. Although
they make only $20 a month, live in spartan
conditions in dormitories, have no uniforms
and subsist on rice and beans, they work hard
to stop mining, poaching and other illegal activities and often exchange fire with poachers.
"I feel very proud of those guys," he said.
"They do things we wouldn't do because conditions are just too bad. We owe these guys a lot."
Bill then summarized the efforts that ANPR
has made over the past two years to link up
with Scottish and English ranger associations
and forge the International Ranger Federation.
The first meeting of that group will be in
Poland in 1995.
Barbara concluded by passing out the skills
roster handout. She encouraged people to fill
it out and turn it in so that their names and
skills can be added to the data bank which
provides resources for international projects.
Copies of the form can be acquired from International Affairs in WASO.
Bill Halainen
WASO

International Affairs
Barbara Goodman of WASO International
Affairs led a panel discussion on working
with park professionals in other nations. Joining her were Rick Smith, Howard Ness and
Bill Halainen.
Barbara began by talking about some of her
experiences in India and the profound respect
she'd developed for the people and their culture. She also said that the NPS is losing its
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ANPR Reports

and the others who are members of the
work group for "the perceptive job of
putting to paper what it is we all do."
• Although membership in ANPR is up nationally, it has been at the same level in
NAR for the past five years. In order to
correct this situation, members in the NAR
regional caucus decided to take up Karen
Wade's challenge to increase regional
membership and committed themselves to
adding at least 35 new members over the
coming year. Ed Rizotto of Gateway was
one of five individuals who took up Rick
Gale's challenge to a recruiting contest.
Jim asks that regional members give Ed all
the help they can.
• The advocacy action plan endorsed by the
board was of "extreme interest" to Jim and
to many others. Jim feels that the plan focuses on and addresses many concerns
central to all of us, but, moreover, "embodies a coming of age for this Association." The plan provides us with the opportunity to do a lot of good for both the NPS
and the National Park System. He encourages members to read it, understand it, and

Board, committee and staff activity summaries now appear in the following consolidated format. Completed reports appear separately, as noted. A directory of ANPR addresses and home phone numbers appears on
the back cover of the magazine.

Board Members
North Atlantic Regional Rep Jim McKay
says that he returned from the Rendezvous
both "renewed and reinvigorated." Some of
his observations:
•

Although the effect of the Vail symposium
is still evident, it's also clear that progress
is uneven, with some work groups producing concrete results and others only minimally productive. There has been genuine
progress on the Ranger Futures initiative,
which was addressed by several speakers
and was the subject of a jam-packed
evening workshop. A paper on the initiative will be out soon. Jim offers his commendations to Jim Brady, Roy Graybill

become involved in associated actions "the nation's legacy and the agency
charged with explaining and protecting it
need your attention."
National Capital Regional Rep Will
Morris is stepping down from his position.
He writes that he appreciated the opportunity
to serve as a board member of the Association, and that he looks forward to working
closely with the next NCR regional rep.
Southwest Regional Rep Cindy-Ott
Jones reports that there was a strong showing
of 20 enthusiastic members at her regional
caucus, and that they ended up challenging the
other regions to a "recruiting war." They
pledged 50 new members by the 1993 Rendezvous, and bet that no region could top
them. She has membership brochures and
extra Rangers; please contact her if you need
any of either. As of December 30th, the region
had picked up four new members and only
had 46 to go...
Alaska Regional Rep Rick Mossman
feels that the Rendezvous was a great success,
and adds that he's "proud to point out that
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you have found which smooth the path for
dual career couples in future issues of Ranger.
They may be sent to either co-chair; addresses
appear on the back cover of this magazine.
Based on suggestions received from several
folks, Rick and Sheila have also decided to
create a handbook for dual career couples
which will contain pertinent information and
tips for those working in the NPS or other
land management agencies. This will be a
guide to the dual career lifestyle, not a listing
of couples. They need ideas from you regarding what sorts of information would be valuable and the solutions you've worked out to
problems you've encountered.
Please synopsize any comments you might
have on these matters and send them to either
co-chair. As they get further along in the design of the pamphlet, they may get back in
touch with you for further information. This
will only work, however, if they get adequate
contributions by the June 15, 1993 deadline,
so they encourage you to write now.
Business manager Debbie Gorman was recently contacted regarding a single parent
question/problem related to dual careers. If an
individual goes to a training course and has to
spend an additional $1,000 to bring a child
and provide day care, is this a problem which
limits single parents in their availability for

over 27 Alaska ANPR members attended - almost one third of the entire Alaskan membership and probably the best Alaskan turnout
ever." He extends his thanks to Sean McGuiness for bringing the Alaskan exhibit down
from the regional office. It was set up near the
hospitality room and generated a lot of talk
about working in Alaska. The Alaskan members were quite active in all the business meetings and almost all attended the regional caucus. During the latter session, a number of issues were discussed and each member there
committed to recruiting a new member before
the next Rendezvous.

Committee Chairs
Dual-Career Committee Co-Chair Rick
Jones reports that many comments of support
for the committee and dual careers were received at the Rendezvous and that they have
accordingly decided to concentrate on those
areas where people felt the committee could
be of most assistance.
These include continuing efforts to develop
a dual career and park contact data base. Rick
and Sheila would therefore appreciate any information you can send regarding areas with a
positive dual career atmosphere. They'd also
like to publish any successful tips and tricks

training? Do you feel that this is an appropriate issue for the dual career committee? If so,
what types of assistance could the committee
provide?
Sheila and Rick came up with several ideas,
including proposals for management support,
tax write-off possibilities, seeking support
from regional or WASO training or EEO offices, conducting a fund-raiser for a dedicated
scholarship fund, and loans of government vehicles for day care transportation in each circumstance. If you have any thoughts on this
issue, please contact one of them.
Acknowledgements continued
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Directory of ANPR Board Members, Committee Chairs & Staff
Board of Directors
President
Rick Gale, Branch of Fire and Aviation, Boise
4074 S. Iriondo Way, Boise, ID 83706
(208) 343-2412
Vice President, SpeciaiConcerns
Bill Wade, Shenandoah
3041 Mount. Heights Rd., Front Royal, VA 22630
(703) 635-8809
Vice President, Professional Issues
Bryan Swift, Saguaro
7310 Camino Mirlo, Tucson, AZ 85747
(602) 647-3825
Vice President, Communications/Representation
Karen Wade, Wrangell-St. Elias
P.O. Box 234, Glenallen, AK 99588
(907) 822-3122
Secretary/Treasurer
Pat Tolle, Everglades
P.O. Box 279, Everglades NP, Homestead, FL 33030
(305) 248-7830
North Atlantic Regional Rep
Jim McKay, Statue of Liberty
9 West 26th Street, Bayonne, NJ 07002
(201) 437-2528
National Capital Regional Rep
Sarah Craighead, NCRO
9336 King George Drive, Manassas, VA 22110
(703) 330-1387
Mid-Atlantic Regional Rep
Deanne Adams, Shenandoah
8400 Thompson Road, Annandale, VA 22003
(703) 207-9746
Southeast Regional Rep
Debbie Liggett, Everglades
P.O. Box 279, Homestead, FL 33030
(813)695-3676
Midwest Regional Rep
Judy Winkelman, Lincoln Home
Sugarcreek Estate, RR 1, Box 654, Glenarm, IL 62536

Association of
National Park Rangers
P.O. Box 307
Gansevoort, NY 12831
ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED

Rocky Mountain Regional Rep
Dan Moses, Dinosaur
P.O. Box 96, Jensen, UT 84035
(801) 781-0826
Southwest Regional Rep
Cindy Ott-Jones, El Malpais
604 Gunnison Avenue, Grants, NM 87020
(505)287-5011
Western Regional Rep
Wendy Lauritzen, Great Basin
P.O. Box 54, Baker, NV 89311
(702) 234-7278
Pacific Northwest Regional Rep
Bruce Edmonston, Craters of the Moon
P.O. Box 29, Arco, ID 83212
(208) 527-3775
Alaska Regional Rep
Rick Mossman, Wrangell-St. Elias
P.O. Box 137, Yakutat, AK 99689
(907) 784-3282

Committee Chairs
Budget and Finance
Patti Dienna, Mid-Atlantic Regional Office
48 Iroquois Court, Wayne, PA 19087
(215) 296-8334
Dual Careers
Sheila Cooke-Kayser, Salem Maritime
4 Pickering Court, Danvers, MA 01923
(617) 242-5688
Rick Jones
604 Gunnison Ave., Grants, NM 87020
(505)287-5011
Employee Development
Jeff Karraker, Capulin Mountain
P.O. Box 57, Capulin, NM 88414
(505) 278-2565

Housing
Tom Cherry, FLETC
1495 Wood Avenue, St. Simon's Island, GA 31522-3949
International Affairs
Barbara Goodman, WASO
11648 Ivystone Court, Reston, VA 22091
(703) 476-6218
Marketing
Tessy Shirakawa, Alaska Regional Office
Alaska Regional Office
7020 Hunt Avenue, Anchorage, AK 99504-1875
Recruitment
Scott McElveen, Assateague Island
Rt. 1, Box 88B, Willards, MD 21874
(410) 835-3121
Retirement
Frank Belts
513 Spinnaker Cove, Ft. Collins, CO 80525
(303) 226-7065
Seasonal Concerns
Barb Maynes, Olympic
29 Tamarack Lane, Port Angeles, WA 98362
(202) 457-7536
Twenty Year Retirement
Mark Harvey, Yosemite
P.O. Box 577, Yosemite National Park, CA 95389
(209) 379-2235

Staff
Editor, Ranger
Bill Halainen, Washington Office
640 North Harrison St., Arlington, VA 22205
(703) 522-4756
Business Manager
Debbie Gorman, Saratoga
Box 307, Gansevoort, NY 12831
(518) 793-3140
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